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LET’S hope 2015 is a year to be remembered. We are
going to continue our battle to get bridge recog -
nised by the government and other organisations as
a sport. It is already recognised by the Charities
Commis sion. Our first port of call this year will be
an appeal against Sport UK and/or Sport England’s
decision not to recognise us (or indeed any mind
sport). A bonus point for anyone who can work out
the difference between the two organisations apart
from perhaps a matter of geography. It’s important
for tax reasons as it could lead to the end of VAT on
entry fees to tournaments (our appeal to the second-
tier tax tribunal is in July), but also for funding (our
appeal against Sport UK’s decision is probably in
March) and for the way bridge is regarded. It has a
lot to offer for many sections of society from the
youngest to oldest. It promotes social inclusion and
gets people involved in a worthwhile activity. As well
as the EBU, EBED – our sister charity – is also
working hard. 

What Can You Do?

There are volunteers all across the country who
keep bridge clubs going, involve people in the game
and assist with the running of events; however, there
are things the individual member can do. Have you
considered writing to your MP to make him or her
aware of what a good game this is and how the
government could do with supporting bridge?  I’m
looking forward to a party candidate knocking on
my door a little later in the year to seek to get my
support.  He will leave the premises knowing more
about bridge than he did before unless, perhaps, he
is Bob Blackman, MP for Harrow East, who has
been a great friend to bridge and has helped smooth
many paths in seeking to promote our game and
make ministers aware of our plight. 
Publicity is important. Does your club have

contact with the local paper? I get sent online notifi -
cations when the EBU is mentioned in an article.
Often this is associated with clubs, so perhaps
someone on your club committee could seek to get
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the game a bit more publicity via the local paper?
If we end up with more publicity – and that

means more people want to learn the game and
perhaps provide lifeblood for the club – how will
they be greeted when they arrive and play in the
duplicate? Will they be welcomed and made to feel
at home, or perhaps criticised for failing to alert or
for not using the stop card, or for playing too
slowly? Will they be belittled for not knowing what
four-suit transfers or RKCB are? 
It isn’t all that frequent that someone is really

downright rude in a club (although it does happen)
but perhaps more frequently putting people down,
showing off knowledge, telling people what the Law
is (when usually it isn’t), all combine to make some
clubs (not yours) unwelcoming. A good move for
2015 is for the club to set the tone and the players to
take on board that for their club to continue, it
needs members – and new members come back if
they have a good time. If a club committee make it
clear what is expected and support their directors,
then most members will fall easily into line. 

Keeping in Touch

One of the things we have tried to do in 2014 is to
increase the number of valid email addresses we
hold for members. Of course members can opt out
of receiving information from the EBU and a small
number do, but each time we send an email to the
membership about 1600 (out of 30000) bounce
back to us. This can be because there is an error in
the email address supplied, or perhaps the owner
has moved to a new email address and not told us.
We want to keep in touch with our members. For
our part, we promise not to deluge your mailbox
with emails. We hope that if you have not supplied
an email address you will consider doing so, and if
you have one and receive nothing from us you will
be moved to check it is correct. You can do that
either by going to the Members Area on the EBU
website (for which you will need a password) or by
contacting the EBU office on 01296 317200. r

2015 and All That
by Jeremy Dhondy
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WHEN the auction begins with two passes, top
players love to open the bidding in third chair, even
with hands they wouldn’t consider opening in any
other position. Why?
If you are the third player after two passes and

have a barely average hand, then it is fair to assume
that your opponents own the deal. So make it hard
for them. Opening the bidding will surely put them
on the back foot. It is much harder to reach the
correct contract as the overcalling side than the
opening side: overcallers tend to think they are
bidding destructively not constructively. Even if
your opening bid is summarily dismissed, you have
given partner a lead.
The reason why you can be (even) more aggressive

opening light third-in-hand at pairs is that you can
afford the odd disaster, as long as your bid works
most of the time. Always remember – it’s frequency
of gain not amount of gain that’s all important at
match-point scoring.
The bidding goes Pass – Pass to you, neither side

vulnerable. What would you do with these hands?

Hand A Hand B Hand C
´ A K Q 4 ´ K 9 3 ´ A Q 8 5
™ 10 6 ™ K J 10 8 4 ™ A Q 6 2
t 10 5 t K 4 t J 6 
® J 9 4 3 2 ® 9 4 2 ® 9 5 3

Hand A. Open 1´.  You are desperate that partner
lead a spade and are also keen to remove bidding
space from the fourth-in-hand bidder. You could
not open 1´ in first or second seat, because partner
might drive to a failing game with, say, 12 or 13
points and because you do not remotely have a
rebid if he/she changes the suit (although rebid you
must, of course). It’s different in third seat, for you
can pass partner’s response. Passing 2t/2™may not
work out brilliantly, but partner will certainly hold
five hearts for 2™ and is very likely to hold five
diamonds for 2t (he’d bid 2® holding four clubs

and four diamonds).
Hand B. Bid 1™, preparing to pass any response of

partner. It may very well be that left-hand opponent
bids 1NT as an overcall, raised to 3NT – how glad
you are to have got your hearts into the game now,
so partner can lead one. 
Hand C. Open 1™. You certainly might open 1NT

– as you would have done in first or second seat. But
give partner an oh-so-likely flattish 8-point hand
with a four-card major and you’ll play in 1NT rather
than the 4-4 major fit. So open 1™ to facilitate
finding either 4-4 major fit. Should part ner respond,
say, 2®, then you can pass, confident that you do
not hold a 4-4 major fit. Note that this gambit is not
possible in first and second seat, because you are
stuck over a 2® response (you have to bid again as
partner is unlimited). It is fair to say that you should
open 1™ at teams/rubber in third seat too, partly to
avoid being doubled in 1NT.

Game All. Dealer South.
´ A Q 8 5
™ A Q 6 2
t J 6
® 9 5 3

´ 10 7 4 ´ J 9
™ 10 9 5 ™ K J 8 7
t 8 7 5 t K Q 10 3
® A Q 7 2 ® K 10 8

´ K 6 3 2
™ 4 3
t A 9 4 2
® J 6 4

West North East South
Pass

Pass 1™ Pass 1´
Pass 2´ All Pass

1NT – had North opened it and played there –
would have had no seventh trick. And even if North
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had been gifted a trick – e.g. on a heart lead –  +90
in 1NT is not as good as +110 in 2´.
West led a second-top-of-rubbish seven of

diamonds against 2´, trick one going t7, t6, t10,
t2. At trick two East switched to the ten of clubs,
the technically correct card to squash dummy’s nine
(necessary to hold declarer to one trick if his clubs
are ®A-J-x), which won the trick. East then cashed
the king of clubs and led the eight of clubs to the
club queen. At trick five West switched to the ten of
hearts.
Declarer tried dummy’s queen of hearts, but East

won with the king of hearts and led the king of
diamonds. Declarer won with the ace of diamonds,
ruffed the four of diamonds and cashed the ace of
spades. Playing no more trumps, he cashed the ace
of hearts and ruffed the two of hearts. In the three-
card ending he held ´K-6 and the t9 in hand; and
the ´Q-8 and the ™6 in dummy. He led the t9. If
West, holding ´10-7 and the ace of clubs, threw
the ace of clubs, declarer could ruff with dummy’s
eight of spades and score the last two tricks with
queen and king of spades. But when West ruffed
with the ten of spades, declarer overruffed with the
spade queen and crossed to the spade king,
drawing the two outstanding trumps, scoring the
last trick with the six of spades. Eight tricks and
contract made. r
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YOUNG BRIDGE
CHALLENGE

Saturday 28th February 2015
A FREE-ENTRY, one-day bridge event for
school-age players of all experience levels
played at Loughborough Grammar School

t Schools Cup for teams of four players all from
the same school. t Swiss Teams for teams of
four players from bridge clubs, schools or mixed
teams from more than one school. t Minibridge
Pairs for players of school age who are just
learning the game. t Short pairs duplicate for
accompanying adults.

For further information call Simon
or Lisa at EBED ( 01296 317217



THE Matron surveyed the Headmaster as he took
his seat. Rumour had it that he had been in a bad
mood all week. It was something to do with school
league tables, apparently. Still, at least he couldn’t
blame that on her. 
‘A good evening to you, Headmaster,’ said Stefan

Götel. ‘All is going well?’
‘You’ve seen the German A-level results?’ asked

the Headmaster. ‘Disappointing, to say the least.’
‘I’m sure the boys tried their best,’ Götel replied.

‘Smethers tells me that he had flu during the exams.’
‘That’s no excuse for a C-grade!’ exclaimed the

Headmaster. ‘I had him down as Oxbridge material.
What will his parents think? His father and his
grandfather both went to Peterhouse.’
The players drew their cards for this deal:

E/W Game. Dealer: East. 
´ Q 5 3 
™ 9 6
t Q J 10 4 2
® K Q 2

´ 7 6 ´ A J 10 9 2
™ 8 5 4 3 2 ™ K Q J 10 7
t 9 5 t 8
® 10 8 5 3 ® A 9 

´ K 8 4 
™ A
t A K 7 6 3  
® J 7 6 4 

West North East South
Rev. The Head- Stefan
Benson Matron master Götel 

1´ 2t
Pass 3t 3™ 4t
4™ 5t Dble All Pass

The Reverend Benson led the ´7 and the  Matron
laid out her dummy. ‘I always raise to the three-level
on ten points,’ she announced. ‘Over their vul ner -
able game, the sacrifice could hardly be more
obvious with five-card support.’
Götel nodded his head. ‘Play low, please,’ he said. 
The Headmaster contributed the ´9 and the

German master won with the king. He played the
ace of hearts and crossed to dummy’s queen of
trumps to ruff dummy’s remaining heart. A trump
to the jack cleared that suit. The Headmaster was
marked with at least 5-5 in the major suits, so there
was an excellent chance of finding him with a
singleton or doubleton ace of clubs. ‘Lead the two of
clubs, please,’ he requested. 
The Headmaster did not like the look of the play

so far. If he played low on this trick, it seemed that
Götel would win with the jack. He would then be
end-played on the second round of clubs, forced to
give a trick to dummy’s queen of spades or to
concede a ruff-and-discard. Still, if he went in with
the ace now, to avoid the endplay, Götel might turn
up with ®J-x-x-x and have a spade discard from
dummy on the fourth round.
The Headmaster eventually rose with the ®A and

exited with his remaining club. Götel then faced his
remaining cards. ‘I can throw a spade from dummy
on the fourth club and ruff a spade,’ he explained.
'That's eleven tricks. Well bid, Matron.' 
‘Just what we needed!’ thundered the Head -

master. ‘What on earth was this 4™ bid, Charlie?
Make the obvious pass and they would have stopped
in a part-score.’
‘Sorry, Headmaster, but I thought you’d make

4™,’ Benson replied. ‘If you held the king of spades
instead of the jack, it would have been cold.’
The Headmaster flapped his right hand,

indicating that the next board should be brought
into position. What a hopeless player Benson was!
No wonder the Latin A-level results had been the
worst for four years. Perhaps some younger blood
was needed in the Classics department.
This was the second board of the round: 
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Game All. Dealer: South.
´ Q 10 2 
™ Q 3
t J 8 4 2
® Q J 5 2

´ 9 ´ 7 4 3 
™ J 10 9 7 5 ™ 8 6 4 2
t K 5 t 9 7 6 3
® 10 9 7 4 3 ® A 8

´ A K J 8 6 5
™ A K  
t A Q 10 
® K 6

West North East South
Rev. The Head- Stefan
Benson Matron master Götel 

2®
Pass 2NT Pass 3´
Pass 4´ Pass 6´
All Pass

The Reverend Benson led the ™J and down went the
dummy. ‘I responded 2NT to let you know that I
had a stopper in every suit,’ declared the Matron. 
Stefan Götel nodded politely. It never ceased to

amaze him that someone so superbly professional
when performing her medical duties and caring for
the boys could be such a moderate bridge player.
Mind you, the Reverend Benson had a first-class
degree from Balliol College and his bridge was little
better than the Matron’s. Anyway, how should he
play this 6´? Perhaps he could improve a little on
the diamond finesse.
The German master won the heart lead, crossed

to the ´10 and led a club to his king. He then led the
®6 and called for dummy’s ®5. Yes, his luck was in.
The Headmaster’s ®A appeared! 
Götel won the diamond return with the ace, drew

the outstanding trumps with the ace and queen, and
discarded his remaining two diamonds on the ®Q-J.
‘What a remarkable line of play!’ declared the

Reverend Benson. ‘Surely finessing in diamonds was
a miles better line? What are the odds of the Head -
master holding a doubleton ®A two hands in a row?’
Götel was about to explain that his club play was

merely an extra chance. Had it failed, he would have
taken the diamond finesse. No, it would be rather
impertinent for a foreigner to correct an old Balliol
man. ‘You make a good point, Charlie,’ he said.  r
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Love All. Dealer South.
´ A K J
™ J 9 3
t 7 5 3
® Q 9 7 4

´ Q 8 7 2
™ Q 5 2
t K Q J
® A J 5

West North East South
1NT

Pass 2® Pass 2™
Pass 2NT Pass 3NT
All Pass

PLAYING teams, South opens 1NT. What call do
you make with the North cards?

Playing four-suit transfers, your only way to

invite is by using Stayman even if you do not have a
four-card major. Bid 2®, and over partner’s 2™
response you can rebid 2NT. This should deny a
four-card major since with spades you could have
bid 2´. Partner raises to 3NT and this becomes the
final contract.

Now take the East seat.
West leads the ten of diamonds. As East, you play

the jack and this holds the trick. You continue with
the king of diamonds which South takes with the
ace, partner following with the two, and plays a
spade to the ace. Now comes a club to the king and
a low club to the nine and your jack, partner
following upwards. How do you defend?

This is the position at this point:

´ K J
™ J 9 3
t 7
® Q 7

´ Q 7 2
™ Q 5 2
t Q
® A

What do you know about the hand? The bidding
tells you that South holds all the outstanding high
cards, but what about the distribution? Partner’s
signalling in the minors indicates that he holds four
diamonds and three clubs, and the bidding tells you
declarer has four hearts. This means that declarer
must have begun with a 3-4-3-3 shape. The only
relevant card that you do not know about is the ten
of hearts, and partner will need to hold this to break
the contract. You can cash your minor suit winners,
but then you will need to switch to a major suit. 

If you switch to hearts, declarer will run this to
the jack in dummy as this is his only hope, and he
will have four heart tricks to go with his two spades,
two clubs, and a diamond giving him nine tricks.
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Believe Partner’s Signals
by Heather Dhondy
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LICENSED BRIDGE
When you see the ‘LB’ sign above in an advert -
isement in the magazine, it means:
• The organisers of the holiday have applied for,

and received, a licence from the EBU.
• They may choose to give master points in

accordance with EBU scales.
• These master points will be accepted and added

to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU

regulations and bye laws, thus affording all players
the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of
the EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save
for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
with whom the EBU have a reciprocal
agreement.
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However, if you switch to a spade you will give him
an extra spade trick, but your side cannot be pre -
vented from making a heart trick.

This was the full deal:

´ A K J
™ J 9 3
t 7 5 3
® Q 9 7 4

´ 10 6 3 ´ Q 8 7 2
™ 10 8 7 ™ Q 5 2
t 10 9 8 2 t K Q J
® 8 6 2 ® A J 5

´ 9 5 4
™ A K 6 4
t A 6 4
® K 10 3

You may have been tempted to switch to a heart on
the grounds that if declarer holds the ten (which
he may well do), you are not conceding an extra
trick, whereas a spade certainly is. However, if
declarer holds the ten of hearts he has all the rest
of the tricks in any case, and does not need the
additional spade trick since the jack will be dis -
carded on the fourth heart – so your spade switch
costs nothing.

Declarer could clearly have made the contract if
he had guessed the clubs correctly; however, there
was no indication to do so, and he played the
percentage line in the suit, allowing him to pick up
some 4-2 breaks.

Heather’s Hints
1. When you are endplayed into conceding a

trick, think about which suit will do the least
damage. In this contract, you had to give
declarer an extra spade, but that was not
sufficient to secure his contract. Switching to
a heart would have given him two additional
tricks in that suit.

2. Always watch and believe partner’s signals. A
helpful partner will try to tell you what you
need to know, and should only be false-
carding if he knows it cannot affect your
play. r
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ON many hands there is a wide choice of possible
lines of play. Where possible, go for the lines that
reveal as little as possible about your hand to the
defenders, particularly if it contains some unex -
pected surprises.
Take this deal from the recent Premier League. My

partner, Tony Forrester, was in 3NT on the ®4 lead:

´ 10 5
™ 9 8 5
t A Q J
® A 10 8 6 3

´ K Q J 4
™ Q 4
t K 10 8 7 5
® K Q

He had opened 1NT (15-17) and I had raised to
3NT checking for five-card majors on the way. The
defence knew that he had an unspecified four-card
major. (Just to digress for a moment, I agree with
treating this hand as a strong no-trump, rather than
opening a diamond due to the 5-4-2-2 dis tribution.
The hand has 7 points in the short suits and looks
much more no-trumpy than 'suity' to me.)
Declarer called for the six of clubs from dummy

and the five appeared from East, so he took the trick
with the king. Clearly after the lead the clubs are not
going to come in so you only have eight tricks, in the
form of three clubs and five dia monds, while the
defence are poised to take at least four hearts and
the ace of spades. One line is to cash a top club and
see if the jack falls but that would give East ®J-5 and
West ®9-7-4-2; West would not lead the four from
that holding and surely a club lead off a three-card
club suit against 3NT is impossible. Cashing
winners will make it too easy for the oppo nents who
can see how many tricks you have, and make some
signals. So it could be right to play a spade (if you
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wanted to play a diamond to dummy and try a heart
towards the queen you are definitely thinking like I
would!). However, if you play a spade from hand
and that loses to East you are dead, as a heart switch
will stand out. So declarer went about it in a more
deceptive way. 
First, a diamond to the jack, not the ace – why?  A

diamond to the jack does not reveal where the king is.
East may think you finessed his partner for it and
when the jack ‘holds’, West may wonder if his partner
ducked the king. A diamond to the ace makes it
obvious you have the king as otherwise you would
finesse! Now a low spade from dummy look ing like
someone who was just leading towards an honour in
hand, or even taking a finesse. The first possible
benefit is that if East has the ace, he may not rise with
it; remember he does not know that you have five
dia monds, so you have one more trick than expected,
and if he ducks you have nine tricks. Small from East,
so declarer played the king which lost to the ace. Now
it seems hopeless but remember it is not as easy for
West to play a heart as it is for East, and it looks as if
you may have just played a spade to the king hoping
that the ace was well placed. After some thought,
West played a ‘safe’ club – and that was eleven tricks
to declarer. West held:

Next time you are in a tricky
or no-play contract, try and
create a different picture of
your hand. Often the way to
work out how best to do this is
to not do what seems most
natural and obvious: if you do

the obvious and the defence think like you,  they
will work out your hand. With a trump suit of, say,
K-Q-J-10-9-8-7 less experienced players love to lead
(to) the seven to drive the ace out but actually, when
the seven knocks out the ace, all that does is tell the
defence that declarer has the K-Q-J-10-9-8. If you
lead (to) the king and the ace takes the trick, the rest
of the suit is not known.
Get out there and give the defenders a hard time.

Remember: they cannot see your hand! r
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Declarer’s Hand Cannot Be Seen
by David Gold
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´ A 6 3
™ A 10 7 2
t 2
® J 9 7 4 2
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WHEREVER we are on holiday, my non-bridge-
playing wife allows me (if I have been good and not
grumbled in the temples and museums) one after -
noon or evening off to have a game of bridge. It is a
great way for me to see another side of the country
we are visiting. The details of suitable clubs are
easily found on the internet, and I have played in
Malaysia, Mauritius, Sri Lanka, Sicily, Dublin, Paris
and Barcelona, as well as quite a few places in North
America. Nearly all the partners I was given had at
least a rudimentary knowledge of English, although,
come to think of it, I did have problems under -
standing my partner in Houston. The universal use
of bidding boxes meant that I didn’t need to know
the Sri Lankan for six or the Spanish for spades.
Another way of combining a holiday with a bit of

bridge is to see where the next major champion -
ships are being played and arrange an appropriate
mix of spectating and sight-seeing. My n-b-p wife
accompanies me if they are being held somewhere
she considers tourist-worthy (Istanbul, Verona,
Bali) but she reserves the option of staying at home
(Ostend, Lille). 

What’s Special in 2015?

It is the first time that all three England teams have
qualified for the World Championships in the same
year. The Championships are being held this Sept -
ember in Chennai (previously known as Madras),
on the east coast of India. What an op portunity to
see England’s finest take on the world! (Chennai
gets a thumbs-up from my n-b-p-w.)
You will be able to watch some bridge in the large

Vu-graph theatre, where London-born Barry Rigal
(the John Motson of bridge commentators, with an
encyclopaedic knowledge of the game) will be per -
forming. Or you can watch your chosen team play in
the Open Room. If you are at the table and one of the
players has to visit the facilities, you might be able to
leap into his or her chair and help out. I have
partnered many a world champion over the years,
and am considered a fine player of the dummy.
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If watching some bridge and mingling with
superstars isn’t satisfying enough for you, there is a
Transnational during the second week, open to all-
comers. As its name implies, the team members
don’t have to be from the same country. The event
will be full of players who have been eliminated
from the main competitions, plus lots of local
Indian teams and others, like you perhaps, who have
travelled from afar to take part in the World
Championships. Now that’s something that will be
worth dropping into the conversation at your local
club, before you go on to show them your cham -
pionship pen and your selfie with Fulvio Fantoni.
What would a supporters club need? Well, replica

shirts for a start. I am sure the sight of half a dozen
not-very-tall Englishmen wandering around with
‘Robson’ on the back of their shirts will confuse the
opposition. A mascot, perhaps (remember World
Cup Willie?). Nevena Senior carries a lucky fox
round with her; maybe the club could adopt that. 
You might even be staying in the same hotel as the

England teams. There you will be able to see Nicola
Smith, Heather Dhondy and Fiona Brown in the
pool, going through their synchronised swimming
routine. And, if you are really lucky, you will see
how many Shredded Wheat Tony Forrester eats for
breakfast.
England cricket has its travelling supporters,

known as the ‘Barmy Army’. They are not exactly the
perfect model for the bridge equivalent; I doubt that
extreme fancy dress, alcohol-fuelled chanting,
Mexican waves and a demented trumpet player
would be welcome in the cerebral atmosphere of the
bridge venue in Chennai, but there is no reason why
the English supporters shouldn’t carry large cards
with 4s and 6s on them, to be waved whenever
England make a major-suit game or a small slam.
The whole rigmarole will puzzle the Americans, but
I am sure the cricket-loving Indians will appreciate it.
If you would like to come along and support a

couple of England teams sooner than that, then the
Lady Milne is being held in Birmingham in April
(see overleaf). Birmingham isn’t quite as exotic as 

Dust off Your Pom-poms
by Simon Cochemé
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 India, but then it isn’t quite as far away (and it has
some splendid curry houses). 

Godfrey King is an experienced event organiser
and he will be in Birmingham to chair a meeting of
bridge’s embryonic Barmy Army and discuss the
options for a group of English fans going to Chennai.
Godfrey was a one-man Barmy Army (maybe more
of a scouting party) at the European Champion -
ships in Opatija last year and he displayed incredible
bravery when he found himself surrounded by a
battalion of Polish supporters in the Vu-graph
theatre during the England-Poland Seniors match.
I, too, will be in Birmingham, holding auditions for
cheer-leaders; please bring your own pom-poms.
Bridge’s Barmy Army was our working name for

the club. Then we thought of The Bridge Travellers,
but in ten years’ time those bits of paper that go
round with the boards will be well and truly extinct
and the reference will be lost. What have travellers
been replaced by? Electronic scoring devices. Now
there’s an idea – what about ‘England Bridge Mates’?
We spoke to the guys who run the Bridgemate
franchise in the UK and they have agreed to chip in
a bit to help us with some shirts!
If you would like to be kept informed about the

England Supporters Club and its plans for Chennai
and elsewhere, then please contact Godfrey at
godfrey.king@outlook.com r

ENGLAND WIN GOLD
IN WORLD MIND GAMES

England's Women's team has won a gold
medal at the World Mind Games in Beijing.

In a dramatic final the lead changed hands
several times in the final set, and England
started the final board trailing by 4 IMPs.
Then in one room the England pair made
game, and in the other the Dutch pair stayed
in a part-score, so the lead changed hands for
a final, decisive time, and England had
won by 3 IMPs. You can read more in
the report on the event website.

Congratulations to the team: in the photo,
from the left, Heather Dhondy, Fiona Brown,
Sally Brock, Catherine Draper, Nicola Smith
and Nevena Senior.

Organised by SportAccord, the organisa-
tion for both Olympic and non-Olympic
inter national sports federations, the World
Mind Games also included Pairs and Individ-
ual competitions. English players dominated
the Individual event: Nicola Smith won the
gold medal and Catherine Draper, who had
been in the lead for several rounds, the
bronze; Heather Dhondy finished fourth and
Sally Brock sixth. In the pairs, the best Eng-
land result came from Dhondy and Senior in
seventh place.

(Peter Stockdale)
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THE LADY MILNE
Home Nations Championship
for Women’s teams, including

an England team and an EBU team

17–19 April 2015

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport
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BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS
DIRECT LTD

Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and
bridge accessories available online at 
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( 07853 066 582
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FOLLOWING Simon Cochemé’s article ‘Psyches
Part 1’ in the October edition, Richard Denning
asks: When does a psyche change from being a
legitimate tactic to ‘cheating’? In a recent game,
West opened 1®, North doubled for take-out,
and East, holding a 3-3-4-3 hand with the only
honour the ®K, decided that as N/S were likely
to have game in either spades or hearts, he
would bid 1´ on a three-card suit headed by
the ten. This made it impossible for N/S to find
the game in spades, so they played in 3NT
which made ten tricks when 4´ was stone cold
for eleven, gaining the psycher an outright top.
This bid is not so much designed to mislead, or
create a misdefence, but simply to stop the
opposition playing in the right contract. Is this
a legitimate tactic, or is it downright cheating?

I advise players not to use the word ‘cheating’, which
refers to deliberately and knowingly flouting the rules
for gain, except in the very rare cases where it really
can be shown to be applicable. Psyching is a legitimate
part of the game and is specifically stated to be such in
the Laws of Bridge. What is not legit imate is if the
partner of the player in question starts to take this ten -
dency into account (known as fielding) and for that
reason you might ask for the psyche to be recorded, so
that it can be confirmed that no con cealed part ner -
ship understanding might be developing.
The example you give is so well-known that it is

often called a ‘baby psyche’. The usual way to
counter it is to double 1´ to show a hand with four
spades and to bid 2´ to show a hand with five or
more spades. That way you can find your spade fit
in spite of the opponents’ attempts to thwart you.
Of course, often the psyche will backfire and then
you will get a good board from it.
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BERNARD KNIGHT writes: My partner and I play
a variable no-trump. My wife opened a vul -
nerable 1NT, which I announced correctly as
15-17 points. We finished in 4´ played by my
wife, who had in fact had only 13 points. After
play was finished, our opponents both said that
declarer should have explained her error before
play commenced. Were they correct?

No. If you are declarer or dummy you are required
to correct any mis-explanation before the opening
lead has been faced, but in this case the announce -
ment accorded with your agreement and so there
was no mis-information. However, if your partner -
ship started to make a habit of this sort of mis-bid
it would become an implicit agreement that your
no-trump range might actually be wider than that
you have explicitly agreed, and this would need to
be disclosed to the opponents.

MARTIN S TAYLOR asks: Is it ethical to draw
inferences from which part of his hand an oppo -
nent removes his cards during the play? (E.g. if
you’ve noticed that he always sorts his spades
on the left, yet he leads the leftmost card and it’s
a heart, can you ethically infer a spade void?)

You may not draw those inferences, because Law
74C5 says: ‘The following are examples of violations
of procedure: ... looking intently at any other player
during the auction and play, or at another player’s
hand as for the purpose of seeing his cards or of
observing the place from which he draws a card (but it
is appropriate to act on information acquired by
unintentionally seeing an opponent’s card).’ r

Psyches & Errors
by Gordon Rainsford

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

Ask GordonAsk Gordon
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Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.



IN the last two articles I have looked at raising
partner and the new ways in which you can show
support. While the basic structure remains the same
with a weak raise (5-9) and a limit raise (10-11),
when you hold hands that are worth game you are
able to choose between a different selection of bids
that show or ask various things of partner. In the
last issue we looked at the Jacoby 2NT response
which showed opening values and asked about
partner’s hand; this month we are going to look at
splinter bids, which show something to partner and
let him decide how to proceed.

Splinter Bids

The splinter bid was originally called ‘The Impos -
sible Leap’ (you can see why they changed the
name) and was invented by Dorothy Hayden
Truscott in the 1960s. It takes the form of a double
jump to just below game, and shows several things:
i) Support (four cards or more) for partner’s suit;
ii) Values for game (10-13 points); and 
iii) A singleton or void in the suit bid. 
(Note that the point count can be shaded slightly
depending on shape; a hand with five-card support
and a void is much more powerful than one with
four-card support and a singleton.)
Hands like the following are ideal for a splinter in

response to (for example) 1´:

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3
´ K J 9 6 ´ A Q 8 7 ´ Q 8 7 3 
™ Q J 8 ™ K J 2 ™ 3
t 6 t Q 10 8 5 4 t A J 9 7 6 
® K J 9 7 5 ® 9 ® K Q 8

In each case the splinter (4t for Hand 1, 4® for
Hand 2 and 4™ for Hand 3) describes the hand well
and lets partner make the final decision. Note that
there are a few important points about splinter bids
that are occasionally brushed over by keen

advocates who take them on board without fully
appreciating the ramifications. 

Health Warnings

The first thing to note is that the singleton is
supposed to be a small one. Anything up to
singleton jack is perfect, singleton queen and king
are not ideal but tolerable, and singleton ace is a bad
idea. The reason for that is if partner has length and
strength opposite your splinter bid he will be put
off, thinking that K-Q-J-4 is a bad holding. Of
course, if your singleton is the ace then the suit will
run for four tricks and provide discards, which
partner won’t realise. 
The second thing comes more as a warning: the

sequence 1´ – Pass – 4™ has countless victims who
have been left to play in a 3-1 fit with one hand
thinking 4™ is natural and the other thinking it is a
splinter. If you do play it as a splinter (and I would
suggest for completeness you do) make sure you
discuss it with your regular partner, and any new
partner with whom you play.  
The final point to mention is that hands that have

a trick source (such as their own suit of A-K-J-x-x
or K-Q-J-x-x-x) should not splinter, as they are too
powerful and will produce too many tricks. Instead,
bid your long suit via a strong jump shift or
agree partner’s major with a Jacoby bid (see
my December 2014 article).
(Although here I am concentrating on respond -

ing to an opening bid, it is worth mentioning that
splinter bids crop up in many different guises. You
can also use them when you are the opening bidder
and partner has responded at the one or two level,
or if you or partner have overcalled.)

Responding to a Splinter Bid

How does partner respond to a splinter bid? Since a
splinter is such a well-defined bid, the opener
should instantly have some idea of whether or not a
slam is on. 
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If the opener is certain there is no slam, then he
simply signs off in four of the agreed major suit. The
splinter bidder is not allowed to bid on – if he wants
to carry on looking for a slam then he should have
started with 2NT Jacoby and asked the questions, as
opposed to making a splinter bid and showing
partner the answers.  
If the opener is certain he can make a slam if there

are enough aces (or key-cards) present, then he can
launch into Blackwood. 
If the opener’s hand is in between and he can see

the likely possibility of a slam without being certain,
then he must use cue-bidding and investigate. 
Let’s see a few hands you might hold for a 1´

opening bid and what you would do with each of
them when partner splinters with 4®: 

Hand A Hand B
´ K J 9 7 6 ´ A J 9 7 5 4
™ J 3 ™ K
t A 2 t A 2
® K J 9 3 ® 7 6 4 3

Hand C Hand D
´ K J 9 7 6 ´ A K Q J 9
™ A K J 6 ™ Q 3 2
t Q 3 t J 8 3
® Q 8 ® K J

Hand A has a lot of wasted values in clubs, and only
9 points outside the splinter suit; the odds of a slam
are almost zero,  so sign off in 4´. 
Hand B by contrast is ideal. The 6-4 trump fit will

make the play very easy, and you have a full opening
bid outside the club suit. Blackwood will get all of
the answers you need and lead to a slam on most
occasions.
Hand C has a good 14 points (discounting the

useless ®Q) and goodish spades and hearts, so a
slam might be on. You need quite a lot of help from
partner though, and a cue-bid of 4™ is the right
move. If the splinter bidder now signs off in 4´ then
you must respect his decision and pass. Even facing
a perfecto of ´A, ™Q, tA-K, which is 13 points, you
still need to pick up the queen of spades to make a
slam, barely a 50/50 chance.
Hand D looks very impressive, with solid trumps

and a bit outside. Remember that the ®K-J are
useless, however, and you lack any controls in the
red suits. Stay safely in 4´ and pocket the money. 
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Let’s review the dos and don’ts of splinter bidding:

Do:

• Agree to play splinter bids with partner and
remind him about 1´ – Pass – 4™ lest you
end up in the ‘inevitable’ 3-1 fit.

• Discount any points you have in the
splinter suit (apart from the ace) if partner
makes a splinter bid and you are wondering
whether to bid on.

• Appreciate that a void is significantly better
than a singleton, especially when accompa -
nied by massive trump support.

Don’t:

• Splinter with singleton aces, it will just
cause partner to mis-evaluate his hand.

• Splinter on good hands (14+); if you are
wondering whether or not to bid on after
partner signs off, then you made the wrong
bid on the previous round.

• Splinter when you have a long, strong source
of tricks for partner: when you splinter, you
are telling him that the main highlight of
your hand is the shortage. r

7–13 October 2015

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
RHODES CONGRESS
Rodian Amathus Beach Hotel, Ixia, Rhodes

Autumn Sim Pairs; Open Pairs; Men’s, Ladies’
and Mixed Pairs; Pivot Teams
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Bridge Fees: £132
( 01296 317203 or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

Attendance at the congress is exclusive to
delegates booking their accommodation
with Bridge Overseas ( 0800 034 6246

8 office@bridgeoverseas.co.uk

Blue
points

Green
points
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THE final stages of the Gold Cup were held in
Solihull for the second year running. The familiar
team of Allfrey was once again in the final, this time
opposed by Andrew McIntosh’s team of Phil King,
Cameron Small and Stefan Skorchev. Sadly,
Alexander Allfrey was unwell and took no part in
the final, and it was left to Tony Forrester, David
Gold, Andrew Robson and David Bakhshi, the other
members of the five-man team, to do the job for
their captain.

The McIntosh team got off to a promising start,
winning all three of the opening stanzas. The third
stanza was the liveliest, seeing 52 IMPs change
hands in the eight boards. Amongst these was a deal
that featured 6™ redoubled making at one table and
7NT going down at the other – a 17 IMP swing to
McIntosh. However, Allfrey were about to mount a
comeback, starting with this board from the same
stanza:

E/W Game. Dealer East.
´ Q J 10 7 4
™ 2
t K 7 6
® J 7 6 3

´ 9 8 ´ K 3 2
™ K 10 9 8 5 ™ Q J 7 6 4 3
t A 9 8 t 10
® A Q 2 ® K 9 8

´ A 6 5
™ A
t Q J 5 4 3 2
® 10 5 4

West North East South
Skorchev Robson McIntosh Forrester

Pass 1t
1™ 2´ 4t 4´
5™ All Pass

At the other table, the auction went:
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West North East South
Gold Small Bakhshi King

Pass 1t
1™ Dbl 4t Pass
4™ All Pass

It is interesting that neither side chose to open a
weak 2™ in first seat with the East cards; however
they both soon caught up when partner overcalled
in the suit. The aggressive bidding of Forrester and
Robson forced Skorchev into an early guess. The
diamond splinter from partner looks to be fitting
well, but the doubleton spade is a worry. Given
partner’s initial pass, it looks a little optimistic to
proceed on to the five level, especially given the
defensive potential of your hand meaning that 4´ is
unlikely to be all that cheap. Provided the defence
collect their diamond ruffs, which shouldn’t be a
problem after the splinter, they will collect 500,
which is no disaster against a vulnerable game.
However, 5™ proved to be one too high, and with
team-mates selling out to 4™ that was a big swing to
Allfrey.

Prior to that board, McIntosh had been in the lead
by 46 IMPs, but from that moment on, Allfrey
steadily piled on the IMPs to lead by 22 going into
the final stanza. McIntosh gained 5 IMPs in the final
set, but it wasn’t quite enough, and so Allfrey once
again won the Gold Cup. Congratulations to the
whole team. r
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WANTED
English Bridge invites applications to carry out
a comprehensive survey of bridge computer
programs and apps. The successful candidate
will be a player of at least county-level
standard, and be familiar with computer and
tablet/smart phone technology. Please email
the Editor at elena@ebu.co.uk



HAVING concluded my ‘Stage 2 Conventions’ series
on advanced bidding, I am now moving on to a new
series of articles on advanced defence.
Defence is an amazing area for both individuals

and partnerships to put work into. An individual
gains all sorts of different experiences and
knowledge, such as:

• Working out the best leads;
• When to go active/passive;
• When to switch suits, and which card to
actually switch to;

• Counting the unseen hands etc.
Partnerships can also put in a huge amount of work
developing ideas both in terms of style but also
technique, with leads, signals and discards forming
a large part of their partnership understanding.
Please remember that defence is vital! You will

defend on average 50% of hands you play (you
declare 25% and are dummy on 25%). I know this
is an approximation but I find it extraordinary how
little work many aspiring partnerships are prepared
to put in, often spending endless hours perfecting
their latest gimmicky convention instead of work -
ing out solid defensive agreements.

The Smith Peter

This month let’s look at the ‘Smith Peter’.
When defending against a no-trump contract, the

situation often arises where the defence lead a
particular suit, declarer wins and plays on a side
suit, and a defender is now on lead. What now?
Does the defender continue with the first suit led,

or bravely switch and move on to Plan B?
The general principle we are all taught is to res -

pect partner’s lead by returning it on the majority of
occasions unless there is quite compelling evidence
not to. The trouble with this approach is, of course,
that it quite often does not succeed! Unless you have
second sight, defence against no-trump contracts
can often appear to be complete guesswork.
The Smith Peter is a defensive technique whereby

if the defenders lead a particular suit (suit A) then

when declarer wins and plays on another suit (suit
B), then either defender can signal via the card he
plays in suit B whether he particularly likes the
opening lead suit (suit A) or not.

Playing high, then low in suit B is known as a
Smith Peter – this encourages for suit A.
Playing low, then high in suit B discourages
for suit A.

Some partnerships choose to vary the ethos of
Smith Peters playing them as asking for a switch by
playing low-high, rather than just encouraging or
discouraging in the first suit led. I will leave that to
each individual partnership to decide; suffice it to
say that using it to encourage/discourage the first
suit led is probably the mainstream treatment.
Also some partnerships may vary which way

round to encourage/discourage. I suggest the
following:
1. Agree with your partner which way round to
encourage (high/low or low/high);

2. Both partners stick to this agreement. Original
Smith Peter practitioners used to play it
differently from each side of the table – leading
to much confusion!

Enough of this waffle – let’s look at how Smith
Peters can work in action.
North-South bid 1NT – 3NT – All pass. You lead

a club as West in the layout below:

´ K J 6
™ A 7 3
t K Q 9 7 2
® 8 5

´ 8 7 3
™ 6 5 4
t A 8
® A 10 7 6 3
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Smith Peters (Part I)
by Neil Rosen
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The first trick goes to East’s jack and declarer’s king.
At trick two declarer plays the tJ to your ace. Do
you continue clubs or switch suit? Who has the club
queen? Do you know for certain?
Answer – no you don’t! Either partner or declarer

could still have it.
If the club layout is as in A:

Layout A ® 8 5

® A 10 7 6 3 ® Q J 4

® K 9 2

then it is essential to cash out by continuing clubs to
collect four club tricks and the tA to defeat the
contract.
However if the layout is as in B:

Layout B ® 8 5

® A 10 7 6 3 J 9 4

® K Q 2

It is now essential not to continue with clubs but to
switch suits, so that when (you hope) East gets on
lead he can play a club fatally for declarer through
his remaining ®Q-x.
At the table, which would you gamble on? With

standard defensive techniques it is a bit of a coin flip
to tell you the truth (note in passing that you only
ever have a problem if declarer is skilful enough to
know to win with the king and not the queen over
East’s jack when holding K-Q-x).
However, if Smith Peters are in use, East will play

a high diamond on the first round when holding the
®Q to tell partner that he has a good holding in
clubs. If holding ®J-x-x, he would play a low
diamond to discourage clubs (as a guideline, only
encourage if you have a better-than-could-be-
expected holding, or if you know that continuing
the first suit is the right thing to do). 
This method is, of course, not infallible but does

represent a significant advance in defensive
communication.
Note that both defenders can use the Smith Peter,

since it could well be the partner of the opening
leader who gains the lead first – hence any guidance
as to whether to continue or switch is most helpful.
One of the teething troubles you may have when

starting to use Smith Peters is to know when to use
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them. Thus you have to work out whether your
holding suggests partner should continue or not
with the first suit led.
Imagine you have J-7-6-4-3 in a suit and partner

leads the 2 against no-trumps. Dummy has 8-5 and
declarer wins your jack with his queen. When
declarer plays on his first side-suit, do you think you
should now Smith Peter or not?
Yes, you should: if partner originally led from a

four-card suit (most likely, playing fourth-highest
leads) then declarer has only one card left. If he
started with A-Q doubleton, then the problem is
irrelevant; however, if declarer started with K-Q
doubleton, you are in a position to cash out now –
but of course partner doesn’t know that and may
switch suits trying to find your entry to play this suit
back through declarer’s presumed stopper. Thus
you should Smith Peter, i.e. play high-low in the first
suit that declarer plays.
One final note of technique. There will be

occasions when partner leads suit A and declarer
wins and immediately plays on suit B and you find
you can’t make a Smith Peter. Perhaps you only have
a singleton in suit B (grr . . .) or possibly J-x or Q-x
where you obviously cannot spare your higher card.
In these cases just let partner revert to the good old-
fashioned principle of using their brain! Particularly
when you have a singleton, it doesn’t really work to
carry the Smith Peter over to suit C (though I am
aware that one of Britain’s top partnerships did just
that for a while – not sure if they still do).
Next time we will look at a number of examples

of Smith Peters in action at the table. r
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HAPPY 100TH

BIRTHDAY, LESLIE!

TITCHFIELD Bridge Club (Hants IoW) was
founded thirty years ago by Dr Leslie Ellis. To
mark Dr Ellis’s 100th birthday, a special cake was
presented by the club’s current Chairman and
Treasurer, Peter Francis and Gina Hunt.



THE current season’s Premier League took place
over three weekends. Contesting the top division
were the teams of: Allfrey, Crouch, Dhondy, Dunn,
Fegarty, Hinden, Mossop and Penfold. This early deal
caught my eye from a match between Mossop and
Allfrey:

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ Q 10 9 8
™ 8 5
t Q 10 9 5 3
® 10 4

´ 4 3 ´ A 7 6 5
™ Q J 10 9 3 ™ 6 2
t 7 6 t K 4 2
® K J 5 2 ® Q 8 7 6

´ K J 2
™ A K 7 4
t A J 8
® A 9 3

West North East South
Bakhshi Mossop McIntosh Burn
Pass Pass Pass 2NT
Pass 3® Pass 3™
Pass 3NT All Pass

How would you play 3NT when West leads the
™Q?
David Burn won with the ™K and led the ´K,

which was correctly allowed to win. He then played
the tA followed by the tJ. This line apparently
relies on a defensive mistake; even if the tK was
doubleton and had to be played, a club switch
would beat the contract. ‘Tosh’ McIntosh ducked
the first two diamonds and won the third as West
discarded his last spade. A club switch is indicated
now, it seems. West can hardly have started with
™A-Q-J-10-x or declarer would have held up the
™K on the first round. When East chose to return a
heart, Burn won and established an entry to dummy

in spades. The safe hand held the ´A and that was
+630. This was the other auction:

West North East South
Justin H. Gold Jason H. Forrester
2™ Pass Pass 3NT
All Pass

West’s 2™ showed hearts and a minor, which was
likely to be clubs from declarer’s point of view. Tony
Forrester won the heart lead with the king and
continued with the ´K and the ´2 to the ´9, Jason
Hackett ducking twice in the East seat. With two
spades in the bag, four diamond tricks would yield
the contract. Declarer needed to find either
defender with a doubleton tK. He ran the tQ,
unblocking the jack from his hand. When East
followed with a low card on the next round of
diamonds, Forrester finessed the t8 (not believing
that West could have started with tK-x). He then
cashed the tA and exited with a spade, going one
down. This line would have succeeded against a
doubleton tK with East and maybe against a
doubleton tK with West.
A third line of play occurs to me. After winning
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Division 1 winners (from the left): Tony Forrester,
David Bakhshi, David Gold, ‘Tosh’ McIntosh,

Andrew Robson and Alexander Allfrey. 
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with the ™K, play the tJ to dummy’s tQ. If East has
tK-x-x and holds up, you finesse the t8 and play
the tA. You can then reach dummy with a spade,
making an overtrick. To defeat the contract after
this start, East must win the first diamond and
switch to a club.     
After the first weekend, Dhondy led on 85.61 VPs,

ahead of Crouch (71.53), Mossop (65.22) and Allfrey
(63.15). The Dhondy team contained Heather
Dhondy and Sally Brock, two big stars of the current
England women’s team. At the time of this event,
these were the top world rankings for women:

1.  Nicola Smith (England) 2992 MPs
2. Catherine D’Ovidio (France) 2919 MPs
3.  Heather Dhondy (England) 2890 MPs
4. Sylvie Willard (France) 2859 MPs
5. Sally Brock (England) 2836 MPs

Since then Brock has moved up to second place,
behind Smith, thanks to their gold medal in Sanya.
Here is a big deal from the second weekend where

bold bidding by the Allfrey team was rewarded:

Love All. Dealer East.
´ Void
™ J 10 7
t K Q 8 7 6 4
® A K 10 8

´ A Q J 4 ´ 5 3 2
™ A 9 4 ™ K Q 8 6 5 3
t J 5 3 t 9
® 9 6 2 ® 7 4 3

´ K 10 9 8 7 6
™ 2
t A 10 2
® Q J 5

West          North East South
Allerton Bakhshi Jagger McIntosh

2™ 2´
3™ 4t Pass 4™
Pass 6t Pass Pass
Dble All Pass

South had a moderate hand for his overcall and
many players would simply raise 4t to 5t.
McIntosh took the stronger action of cue-bidding
his heart control and David Bakhshi leapt to 6t.
Jeffrey Allerton made a Lightner double, asking for
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the lead of dummy’s first-bid suit. East led the ´3 to
dummy’s ´6 and West’s revealing ´J. Bakhshi ruffed
and drew trumps in three rounds, ending in the
dummy. He then led the ´7, discarding a heart
when West declined to cover. (If West had covered,
two club entries remained to the dummy to set up
and enjoy the spade suit.) Bakhshi continued spades
and ended with a doubled overtrick for +1190.  

West North East South
Forrester Hinden Gold Osborne

2t 2´
Pass 3t Pass 4t
Pass 5® Pass 5t
All Pass

David Gold opened with a multi 2t, Tony Forrester
maintaining a discreet silence, and it was simply too
difficult to reach the diamond slam. 13 IMPs
changed hands.

Allfrey won all his matches handsomely on the
second weekend, leaving these three teams in the
lead:  Allfrey 158 VPs, Dhondy 154.84 VPs,  Crouch
117.27 VPs. 
The third weekend began with a clash of the two

leaders. The first board was an awful one for
Dhondy. Barry Myers and Sally Brock reached a club
slam with two aces missing. At the other table,
Forrester and Gold strayed into 5´ but Brian
Callaghan failed to deliver a club ruff that appeared
to be the only defensive chance. This set the tone
and Allfrey eventually won by 17.44 VPs to 2.56.
In the next match, vs Hinden, Heather Dhondy

read the cards well in this borderline slam:

Division 2 winners (from the left): Tom Townsend,
Nick Sandqvist, Janet de Botton, Artur Malinowski,

Waseem Naqvi (missing: Espen Erichsen). 
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E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ A Q 7
™ A K Q 10 9
t 7 5
® A 10 7

´ 10 9 ´ J 6 3 2
™ 8 6 3 ™ 4
t 10 8 6 3 t A Q J 9 4
® Q J 4 2 ® 8 5 3

´ K 8 5 4
™ J 7 5 2
t K 2
® K 9 6

West North East South
Allerton Dhondy Jagger Callaghan

Pass
Pass 2NT Pass 3®
Pass 3™ Pass 4´
Pass 5® Pass 5t
Pass 6™ All Pass

3® was Puppet Stayman, asking initially for five-
card majors. Dhondy showed five hearts and 4´
enquired for key-cards (Kickback Blackwood). 5®
showed four key-cards and Brian Callaghan’s 5t
then located the ™Q.  
Chris Jagger led the ®5 to the six, jack and ace.

Dhondy drew trumps in three rounds. What now?
If spades were 3-3, she could throw a diamond on
the fourth spade, return to her hand with a trump
and lead towards the tK. If this lost to the ace, she
could fall back on a finesse of the ®9. How ever,
Dhondy placed  the ®Q with West, not ex pec ting
East to lead from ®Q-8-5 into a 2NT opener. She
therefore led a diamond to the king immediately.
When Jagger rose with the ace and played another
club, Dhondy rose with dummy’s king and played
two more rounds of trumps. Jagger retained all his
spades, throwing diamonds. When the ace and
queen of spades dropped the 10-9 offside,
Restricted Choice (along with East’s diamond
discards) strongly suggested that East held a spade
guard. Dhondy duly finessed the ´8 for +980.
At the other table Graham Osborne also opened

2NT on the North cards but Frances Hinden very
reasonably settled for 4™.
Meanwhile, the Allfrey team continued to do well.

This was their biggest Saturday firework, in the
match against Dunn:

Game All. Dealer West.
´ J
™ J 10 5 3 2
t A K 9 3 2
® 4 3

´ A K Q 9 6 ´ 8 5 3 2
™ 9 6 ™ K Q 8
t J 6 5 4 t Q 10
® J 9 ® Q 8 7 5

´ 10 7 4
™ A 7 4
t 8 7
® A K 10 6 2

West North East South
Robson Hydes Allfrey Ewart
1´ Pass 2™ Pass
2´ Dble Redble 3®
Pass Pass Dble Pass
Pass Redble All Pass

Four Hearts is a good and makeable contract on the
North-South cards. North’s hearts were too weak
for a 2™ overcall and a vulnerable 2´ Michaels bid
would be a bit much. Alexander Allfrey’s 2™ showed
a good raise to 2´ (2´would have been weaker) and
Robson signed off in 2´. 
Alex Hydes contested with a double and Allfrey

redoubled. David Ewart responded 3® and perhaps
Allfrey should have passed this. When he doubled,
this ran to North and he redoubled for rescue into
one of the red suits.
It was clear to South that the redouble was SOS.

However, he fancied his chances in 3® redoubled,
expecting North to have some sort of club support.
Robson led the ™9 to the ten, queen and ace. Declarer
gave up a spade and Robson played his remaining
heart, discarding a spade on the third round. When
East switched to a trump, declarer can escape for one
down by playing any card but the ®10. Still hoping to
make the contract, Ewart inserted the ten. West won
and returned a trump, which  meant -1000 for two
down. At the other table, North-South were silent
and West failed by two tricks in 3´. 
The final standings were: 1. Allfrey (Robson,

Bakhshi, McIntosh, Forrester, Gold) 293.79 VPs;
2. Dhondy (Callaghan, Brock,  Myers, To) 243.24;
3. Fegarty (Curtis, Kendrick, Milman, Barden, Mestel)
202.87. The de Botton team (Erichsen, Malinowski,
Naqvi, Sandqvist, Townsend) won Division 2. r
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New Prize Leads QuizNew Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and vir tual ly any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and there fore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824
www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk 

( 020 8661 8866

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards
(‘C. Monet’) is the prize on offer this month. For
information on the new Piatnik cards visit
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The Editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,

or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk 
by 20th February 2015.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

ANSWERS TO DECEMBER QUIZ: PAGE 46ANSWERS TO DECEMBER QUIZ: PAGE 46

THIS MONTH’S
QUIZ

West North East South
3t

Pass 5t All Pass

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) a heart; (c) ®A; (d) ®K.

HHHHH

West North East South
Pass Pass 1t

Dble Pass 1™ 1NT
All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´2; (b) ™A; (c) ™5; (d) ®2. 

HHHHH

West North East South
1´

Pass 2´ Pass 3t1

Pass 3´ All Pass
1 Long suit game try

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™Q; (c) tA; (d) ®2. r

   

 Hand 1
 ´   9 8 7 2
 ™   J 5 4
 t   7
 ®   A K 5 3 2

   

 Hand 2
 ´   K 7 6 2
 ™   A Q 5
 t   J 5
 ®   Q J 8 2

   

 Hand 3
 ´   5 3 2
 ™   Q 6
 t   A Q 10 5
 ®   Q 10 6 2



EVERY so often, you see a deal on which a partner -
ship’s determined efforts to have a disaster are
thwarted by . . . well, by what? If you believe in
guardian angels, your belief is affirmed. If you’re
Richard Dawkins, I suppose you have to explain that
some members of the species homo sapiens may in
the distant past have shared a common ancestor
with a jammy dodger. Look at this deal from the
recent Premier League: 

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ A K 5 3
™ K Q J 10
t A Q 6
® Q 2

´ Q J 9 8 7 2 ´ 10 6
™ 6 ™ 8
t K 7 3 2 t J 9 8
® 9 5 ® A 10 8 7 6 4 3

´ 4
™ A 9 7 5 4 3 2
t 10 5 4
® K J

East opened 3® and South overcalled with 3™. This
bid is not particularly recommended to people in
possession of ordinary luck, for had the North and
West hands been interchanged the conse quences
would have been unfortunate. As it was, West’s
thoughts turned to the prospect of a sacrifice over a
slam by his opponents, should they bid one, and he
volunteered 3´. North must have wondered quite
where all this bidding was coming from when he
didn’t have too shabby a hand himself, but he
elected to cue-bid East’s club suit. Initially this
showed no more than a sound raise to 4™, and there
was no denying that he had this, but one could
envisage complications ahead.
East supported West’s spades at the four level, and

South contributed the first pass to what had so far
been an invigorating auction. West contributed the

second, and North was faced with the task of further
describing his hand. He selected 5´ from among
alternatives, which was a grand slam try. You may
think this was a little uppish in view of the fact that
he didn’t have a club control. He may have reasoned
that South ought to have one because there was
precious little else for her to have, and because
without one she might have doubled 4´. Given
what South actually bid 3™ with, I don’t suppose
she would have passed had her diamonds been
tK-J-4 and her clubs ®J-4. But North’s actual
sequence ran the risk of seriously misleading
partner into thinking that 4® followed by 5´
showed first-round control of both black suits –
otherwise, why not bid 4´ over 3´ if you had
enough to go beyond 4™ anyway?
At any rate, South wasn’t accepting grand slam

tries – real or imaginary. She signed off in 6™, and
West was persuaded to follow through with his plan.
His sacrifice in 6´ was doubled, he came to four
trump tricks, a diamond after a good view in the
suit, and the ace of clubs, and he recorded -1400
instead of the -1430 that would have been his fate
with less enterprise. He may not have been
confident of gaining an IMP on the board, but there
is always hope.

HHHHH

Those of you with a penchant for conundrums
might care to attempt one at this point. At the other
table East also opened 3®, and South passed. West
bid 3´ as a tactical manoeuvre. What was the final
contract?
Well, North was somewhat discomfited by this

start to the proceedings. He gambled that even if
South could not help in stopping the club suit, East
might not lead one anyway and that South would
come through with some help in the red suits. So
North bravely bid 3NT. Now would you like to guess
the final contract?
No, not 4™. East, all unawares, supported

partner’s spade suit at the four level. No, not 5™ or
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6™ either. Consider what this auction must have
looked like to South, and take your last guess:

West North East South
3® Pass

3´ 3NT 4´ ?

Naturally enough, South didn’t place his partner
with a balanced 21 count. If he had that, there
wasn’t any need for him to bid over 3´, which was
forcing – he could take a position on the next round
of bidding. Instead, South reasoned that his partner
must have a couple of black-suit stoppers and a
running diamond suit. So South bid – and well
done if you guessed it before now – 5t.
North, of course, thought that South was bidding

his own diamonds, so he passed. East, who had
quite a lot of potential defence to diamonds,
doubled. South stuck to his view of his partner’s
hand and passed, West saw no reason to disturb 5t
doubled, and neither did North. And so it came to
pass that North-South at the other table, who were
trying pretty hard to do something calamitous, were
able to write 18 IMPs in the plus column.
I suppose that if North’s 3NT really was based on

what South believed, he might have bid 4NT – he
did have an ace and a king to contribute, and if that
wasn’t enough for ten tricks there might not be
eleven in diamonds either. But it is not easy to avoid
disaster when your opponents are guarded by
angels. Or proto-biscuits. r
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby
Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take
all reasonable precautions to protect the interests of
readers by ensuring as far as practicable that adver-
tisements in the pages of English Bridge are bona fide,
the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot
accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by
advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed
as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.
Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, and
readers who have complaints should address them to
the advertiser or should consult a local Trading
Standards Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their
own solicitors. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.

THE winner of our December com pe ti tion, with
the cap tion above, is Angela Lane, of Malvern,
Worcs, who will re ceive a charming bridge mug
from our sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct
(see advert on page 16). Other excellent cap tions
were: I will never pass and leave you in 1NT
doubled again! (Brian Barber, Peter borough); I will
definitely lead your suit next time! (Nes
Charles,Whitfield); Penelope, I am trying to im -
prove my finesse! (John Crosher, Royston); Please,
Maud, forgive me: I did not mean to revoke! (John
Fuller, Hoylake); It was soon clear that the heart
suit was not supported (Graham Tennison,
Ashwell); and Please be reasonable, it's my turn to
partner Kitty (Dave Bryan, by email).
The cartoon for our new com pe ti tion is below.

Please send your bridgy captions (multiple entries
accep ted) to Caption Competition, English Bridge,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th February
2015. Don’t forget to include your full postal
address!

CAPTION 
COMPETITION

Sponsored by Bridge &
Golf Gifts Direct 

No! No! I couldn’t possibly
play five-card majors!
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EBU News

SALLY BUGDEN
(Sussex)
Gold Award

Sally has given great
service to the EBU as a Board
mem ber from 2004, Vice-chair of
the Board for two years and then
as chairman for five years before
retiring from the post in 2013. 
Sally has given countless hours

in the service of the EBU.
Amongst her great successes was
the introduction of Universal
Membership in 2010, which
secured the future of the union
and its members for many years
to come. As Chairman of the
Editorial Board for several years,
she set in motion changes which
will keep the printed magazine
going for many more years.
Sally was the Chairman of the

Youth and Education Trust
which raised funds for Junior
Bridge, and was also one of the
key players in the setting up of
English Bridge Education and
Development, the new charity
which came into being in 2013. 
Her work in gaining bridge a

higher profile from cajoling the
press to report on the successes
of our international teams to
liaising with the All Party Parlia -
mentary Group was also both
noteworthy and successful.
In the light of the preceding,

the Board is unanimous in
awarding Sally its Gold Award,
the highest honour it can bestow.

BRIAN CRACK
(Kent)

Silver Award

There is no sphere
of bridge administration with
which Brian has not been involv -
ed, at local, county or national
level for a period of over thirty-
years. He joined the Kent
committee in 1983 and occupied
various positions over the years.
A shareholder since 2002, he
served for seven years on the
EBU Tour na ment Committee,
six of those as Vice-chairman.
Among his achievements were
the introduc tion of Blue Points,
and his interest in the field of
Master Points was of great
importance at both national and
county level.

MIKE HILL
(London)
Silver Award

Mike has been in -
volved in bridge administration
for thirty years. His contribution
at club level has been
considerable. At county level he
has edited the London newsletter
and served as Chair man twice. In
2007 he made his mark on the
national scene, when he took on
the role of EBU Treasurer. There
followed the most difficult and
complex financial period in the
EBU’s history, as Universal
Member ship was introduced.
Mike’s diligence and guidance

ensured that the transition period
ran smoothly, and his support
was invaluable.

EBU AWARDS 2014
These awards were announced at the 2014 AGM. Gold Awards are given in recognition of an exceptional contribution to the
development, administration and management of all aspects of the game of bridge; Silver Awards recognise long service and
outstanding contribution to the administration of bridge at county and national level; Dimmie Fleming Awards are given in
recognition of a valued contribution to the game of bridge at county level and voluntary services to the English Bridge Union.

GRAHAM JEPSON
(Yorkshire)
Silver Award

During his time on the EBU Board, Graham was an important influence.
His positive outlook was always centred on the players. His record at
local and county level confirms this; without his contribution bridge
in Sheffield, Yorkshire and the North would have been all the poorer.
He has been Vice-chair of the Yorkshire Board of Management since

2001, having been on the Board for almost twenty years before that. His
inception of the Northern Bridge League, and the National Final for the
five Inter-Counties Leagues were successes, and with his wife Pat beside
him he has been running the Yorkshire Congress for the last three years,
amongst many other activities. His encouragement of new players is
well-known, and everything that he does, including, in 1984, starting up
a new club, has been geared to making sure that the game continues. 
A player of quality and a dedicated administrator, Graham also

enjoys the highest reputation at the table as a gentleman.
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EBU News
JIM BARKER
(Cornwall)
Dimmie Fleming

Award
Jim was a founder member of
the CCBA committee when the
Devon & Cornwall BAs sep -
arated into two bodies in 1984.
He became Vice Chairman in
1987, and began his first three-
year term as Chairman in 1990.
He was continuously either Vice
Chairman or Chairman until he
stood down from the county
com mittee in 2006.
Following 22 years at the very

heart of the CCBA, since retiring
from the committee, Jim has
continued to play a significant
role in the running of county
bridge through his directing,
teaching and general advice.

JOY MAYALL
(Sussex)

Dimmie Fleming
Award

Joy has served the Sussex CBA
for many years in multiple roles,
particularly: membership of the
Management Committee, includ -
ing taking the Chair 2012-2014;
membership of the Conduct
Committee, including taking the
Chair 2007-2012; membership of
the Selectors’ Committee; mem -
bership of the Tournament Com -
mittee, and as Tournament Org -
anis er for annual county events. 
In all these roles, by providing

strong though democratic leader -
ship, she has been very successful
and has made a huge contri -
bution to the development and
modernisation of county bridge. 

MIKE MOLLART-
ROGERSON

(Hants & IoW)
Dimmie Fleming

Award
Mike first started playing bridge
50 years ago. In 1976 he was
award ed the EBU’s Gold Teach -
ing Diploma – by 1990 more
than 300 learners from his classes
had moved on to play in local
clubs and leagues. 
For the past 20 years Mike has

been involved in County matters
as a member of its Committee
and one of its TDs. His contrib -
utions have included producing
the county newsletter and the
annual hand book, organising the
Kidney Research Sim Pairs and
administering the Charity of the
Year programme.

ROBERT
NORTHAGE

(Leicestershire)
Dimmie Fleming

Award

Robert has just stood down after
a period of 20 years as General
Secretary of Leicestershire CBA.
In this time he has expanded the
role of the General Secretary so
that it is at the heart of bridge
activities in the county. 
Robert trained as a county

level director in 1995 and has
been one of a select panel who
directs county pairs and teams
events consistently since then.
He is also largely responsible for
the inception and success of the
Leics CBA Green Point weekend.
Robert has also been – and still

is – an EBU shareholder on
behalf of the county.

BOB WARRENDER
(Somerset)
Dimmie Fleming

Award

Bob has worked hard for the
benefit of county bridge for over
30 years.  He first served on the
Somerset committee in the days
when Somerset was a much
larger association, incorporating
what is now Avon CBA.  After the
separation from Avon occurred,
he soon became appointed to the
posts of Tournament Secretary
and Master points Secretary, and
has served in these posts for over
20 years. In addition, Bob has
been responsible for managing
the County Teams event.  
A few years ago, Bob was

award ed Life Membership of
SCBA in recognition of all of his
hard work.  

NEW EBU BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

As announced at the AGM,
two candidates were nomi -
nated and agreed to stand, so
there was no need for an
election. The new Board is:

Jerry Cope
Heather Dhondy
Jeremy Dhondy
Darren Evetts
Anthony Golding
Rob Lawy (newly-elected)
Ron Millet
Ian Payn (re-elected)
Andrew Petrie

Officers
Jeremy Dhondy – Chairman
Ian Payn – Vice-Chairman
Andrew Petrie – Treasurer
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EBU News
n FEBRUARY 2015
3-4         Bridge England Sim Pairs, Clubs
5-11       Overseas Congress, Lanzarote
14-15     Tollemache Final
              Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
20-22     Harrogate Spring Congress
              (see advert on page 61)
20-22     Junior Camrose / Peggy Bayer
              Wales
28-1Mar   Ranked Masters Pairs 
              (see advert on page 61)

nMARCH 2015
1             Masters Pairs, Various venues
              (see advert on page 61)
6-8         Camrose Trophy, N. Ireland
7             Channel Isles GP Pairs
7             Manchester GP Swiss Pairs
7-8         Avon/Wilts GP Weekend
7-8         Leicester GP Weekend
7-8         London GP Weekend
8             Bedford GP Teams
8             Kent GP Swiss Pairs
8             Merseyside & Cheshire
              GP Swiss Teams
9-12       Club Stratified Sim Pairs
15           National Pairs Regional Finals 
              Various venues
16-20     Blue Point Holiday
              Redworth Hall, Co. Durham
20-22     Cumbria Congress
              Windermere Hydro, Bowness
22           Portland Pairs, Various venues
              (see advert on page 53)
22           Isle of Man GP Pairs
27-29     Wroxton Really Easy Congress
              Wroxton, nr Banbury
27-29     Norfolk Congress, Wensum
              Valley Hotel, nr Norwich

n APRIL 2015
3-6         London Easter Festival
              (see advert on page 47)
3-5         Northern Easter Festival
              (see advert on page 47)
7-9         British Spring Pairs (Clubs)
10-12     Devon Congress
              Palace Hotel, Torquay
11-12     Staffs & Shrops Congress
              Park Inn, Telford
13           British Spring Pairs (Clubs)
17-19     Lady Milne
              (see inset on page 16)
18-19     National Pairs Final
              Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
24-May 3  Lambourne Jersey Festival of
              Bridge, Westhill Country Hotel

nMAY 2015
1-5         Schapiro Spring Foursomes
              (see advert on page 61)
1-3         Cheltenham Congress
              Chase Hotel, Brockworth
5-7         EBU Spring Sim Pairs (Clubs)

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

LORDS VISIT

TEAMS from three Yorkshire
Schools visited Westminster in
November to take part in a
bridge match against the
House of Lords.
Players from Queen

Elizabeth Grammar School in
Wakefield, Fulford School in
York, and Rossett School in
Harrogate took part, and
although the team from the
House of Lords won, the
scores were close and all the
teams acquitted themselves
well.
Prior to the match the

players and accompanying
staff were greeted by the Lord
Speaker, and were taken on a
guided tour of the Palace of
Westminster.
Following the visit, QEGS

pupil Mahmoud El Khatib was
interviewed on Radio Leeds
about the visit and playing
bridge in general. The
link is available on the
EBU website.

SIM PAIRS
PRIZE DRAW

LADY Luck was smiling on
Sussex when the winners of
the Sim Pairs Prize Draw were
randomly selected at the
EBU’s AGM, with both of the
top prizes going to the county.
Reg Underwood and David

Cairns of Horsham Bridge
Club (photo: page 55) took the
£1000 first prize in the draw
made from those who were the
top pair at each club heat. 
West Sussex Bridge Club

also won a £1000 first prize as
they were randomly picked
first from the list of clubs
which had hosted a heat. 
Seventeen other pairs and

clubs won prizes and the list of
winners is available at
www.ebu.co.uk/node/1842
To be in with a chance of

winning in 2015, just enter one
of the Sim Pairs events
organised by the EBU. Full
details are available at
www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs

SURVEY ON THE FUTURE LOCATION
OF THE SUMMER MEETING

IN November members who play in  EBU congresses were
asked to complete a survey regarding the location of the EBU
Summer Meeting for 2016 and beyond. It has been held in
Brighton for many decades, and the majority of the near
1,500 respondents expressed their enjoyment of Brighton as
a host city. Many were concerned, however, about the high
costs associated with visiting Brighton in August. When
asked to give their opinion on other possible locations the
majority preferred it being held in another ‘seaside resort’ in
the south of the country. The EBU board will give consider-
ation to these views when discussing the plans for 2016. The
2015 Summer Meeting will take place at the Brighton
Metropole on 14th to 23rd August.

click

link



Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

February 2015
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  K 8 5
       Dealer West               ™  A 10 6
                                        t  9 7 3 2
       (Klukowski)                ®  Q 8 5
       * North opens 1®, may be short

   2.  Game All                   ´  A K 10 2
       Dealer North             ™  6
                                        t  A K J 9 7 6
       (Helgemo)                  ®  9 7
       * North opens 1®
   
   3.  N/S Game                 ´  J 8
       Dealer East                ™  A K Q 9 8 5
                                        t  8 6 3
       (Price)                        ®  10 2

   4.  N/S Game                 ´  K 8 4
      Dealer East                ™  Q 5

                                        t  A K
       (Justin Hackett)       ®  A Q 7 6 5 2
                                         
   5.  E/W Game                ´  K Q 6 5
       Dealer East                ™  A 4 3
                                        t  J
       (van Lankveld)           ®  A J 6 5 2
   
   6.  Game All                   ´  A 6
       Dealer West               ™  K J 3
                                        t  A K Q 8
       (Røn)                         ®  A K Q 4

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

February 2015
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  A 10 7 6
       Dealer West               ™  K Q 4 3
                                        t  Q J
       (Gawrys)                   ®  K 9 7
       * North opens 1®, may be short

   2.  Game All                   ´  9 3
       Dealer North             ™  A Q 7 5 2
                                        t  10 8 3
       (Helness)                   ®  A 8 3
       * North opens 1®
   
   3.  N/S Game                 ´  K Q 10 3 2
       Dealer East                ™  4 3
                                        t  Void
       (Simpson)                  ®  A K Q J 5 4

   4.  N/S Game                 ´  10 7 3 
      Dealer East                ™  A K 10 9 4 3

                                        t  Q 9 3
       (Jason Hackett)       ®  K
                                         
   5.  E/W Game                ´  A 10 8 3 2
       Dealer East                ™  Q 8 7
                                        t  6 4 3 2
       (van den Bos)             ®  10
   
   6.  Game All                   ´  9 7 5 3
       Dealer West               ™  A 6
                                        t  J 7 5
       (Bilde)                        ®  J 10 8 5

  Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39$

click

link

click

link
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EBU SHOP EBU SHOP

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

or order at www.ebu.co.uk/shop
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT.

No further discounts. 

Offers end 28th February 2015.

Drinks Holders

Set of 4 with Carry Bag

A drinks holder that is ideal for use
with the EBU Club Table.  This dual

drinks holder attaches to any
bridge/card table with metal

tubular legs without restricting the
tablecover. It swivels round

to enable drinks to be placed in the
desired position. Simple and quick
to install (see website for details),

it eliminates the need for side tables.
Also handy for a drink and nibbles!

It comes in a smart, specially
designed storage/carry bag.

Make in the UK.

£36
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

PRICE

Really Easy Books

Really Easy Bidding 

Really Easy Play In No Trumps 

Practice – Beginning Bridge 

Really Easy Mistakes 

Really Easy Modern Acol

Really Easy Play With Trumps 

Really Easy Defence 

Really Easy Competitive Bidding 

Really Easy Slams 

Practice – Continuing Bridge

SPECIAL OFFER:
ONLY £6 each

NEW

( 01296 397851 / 317200
E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

or order at www.ebu.co.uk/shop
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT.

No further discounts. 

Offers end 28th February 2015.
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LEARNED QUOTATION

I WAS amused to read David
Burn’s comment on classical
heroes returning home late
(‘Bandersnatching’, December
2014). He must have heard the
same joke that my mother used
to tell over forty years ago: when
Odysseus returned after many
years away, his wife commented,
‘Where have you been? Your
shepherd’s pie’s in the oven.’

Diana Beamish, Eynsford

IT’S A FUNNY OLD GAME

TONY Forrester’s recent successes
have reminded me of an amus -
ing happening at the July 2014
Seniors Congress, which we
heard the great man was going to
attend.
Playing in the teams event, my

team lost the first two matches
heavily and were then assigned
to the bottom table which was a
triad. On giving this news to my
team members, I was heard to
say: ‘At least we won’t have to
play Tony Forrester!’
As we moved to the triad,

coming from the other direction
were . . . Tony Forrester, Brian
Senior, Norman Selway and Nick
Irens – they had lost their first
two matches heavily, too!

George Pilcher, Deal

The Irens team were presumably
practising for the Teltscher Trophy
Trials which, with the addition of
David Kendrick, they won in
December 2014 in a closely-fought
contest – only 16 VPs covering all six
competing teams. 

PERMITTED METHODS

I HAVE had an idea for a three-
level continuation after a 1NT
opener.
I realise that a 4-4-4-1 idea

where you bid the short suit with
values for game already exists. I
was thinking that this could also
be used for a 5-4-3-1 or 5-4-4-0
hand where the five-card suit is a
minor. For example, partner
opens a weak 1NT and you hold:
´AJ10  ™ Q1096  t 2  ® KQJ74. 
I would encourage a bid of 3t

here to show one of the hands
mentioned above.

Jonathan FeBland, by email

It’s that time of year when gadgets
are at the forefront of budding
theorists’ minds. Additions and
amendments to permitted methods
take effect from August 1st and
appli  cations to change any thing
must be received by the L&E by the
end of February – see page 60.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

HAS English Bridge ever debated
the profile of teams entering
major teams events in England?
I appreciate that Bridge Great

Britain, not the EBU, run the
Gold Cup but is the decline in
the number of teams entering
that com pe tition repre sentative
of other knockout teams events?
According to my calculations,
there were 174 entries for the
Gold Cup in 2013, 164 entries for
2014 and 146 entries for 2015. 
My feeling is that the success of

countries in sporting events is
helped greatly by widening the

pool of participants who play
against each other at a high level,
within their own country. Most
of the prestigious bridge tourna -
ments around the world are
teams events and so should the
focus in England not be on in -
creasing the numbers playing in
teams events played in England? 
With this in mind, might the

Premier Leagues be extended? Of
course there would be significant
geographical problems in that
extension being nationwide to
Divisions 3, 4 etc. so might the
answer be region alisation at
lower levels, similar to the
football league structure? 

John Hayton, Leeds

Ian Payn, Chair of the Tournament
Committee, replies: One of the pur -
poses of the Premier League is to
select teams for the Camrose, and I
can’t help but feel that the Selection
Committee (under whose aegis the
Premier League is run) would not be
keen on extending it to the extent
that it be came a nationwide league.
Intro ducing a different national
league, under the Tournament
Committee, is a possibility, and I’m
sure that a detailed proposal for
such would be carefully looked at. I
must admit to some surprise at
seeing that Mr Hayton hails from
Leeds: if ever there were an advert -
isement for strong teams competi -
tions within a county, Yorkshire
would be it: my TC colleague Phil
Mason tells me that there are eleven
(!) divisions in the Yorkshire League,
and that the county also takes part
in the Northern League, which has a
further three divisions. More power
to Yorkshire’s elbow! r

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk

(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.



HYLDA TOWNSEND

7th March 1913 – 13th November 2014

Hylda Townsend
was� a� doyenne� of
bridge� who,� until
recent� times,� was� a
keen�and�active�bridge
player,�as�well�as�being
a� committed� and
capable�bridge�administrator.�
at�national�level,�Hylda�became�a�Vice

President�of�the�English�Bridge�Union�in
1997;� was� the� recipient� of� a� dimmie
Fleming�award�in�1993,�and�had�been�a
long-serving� member� of� the� EBU’s
Tournament�Committee.
at� county� level,� Hylda� served� as

chairman� and� shareholder� of� the� War�-
wick�shire� Contract� Bridge� association,
being� made� a� life� member� for� her
services� to� the� county� in� 2009.� Hylda
always�kept�a�keen�eye�on�the�affairs�of
the�county,�and�over�many�years�various
chairmen�found�her�insight�and�support
extremely�valuable.�
at� club� level,� Hylda� was� a� founder

member,� life� member,� and� president
(1979-1981)�of�Moseley�Bridge�Club.�She
was�also� instrumental� in�helping�North
Birmingham� Bridge� Club� to� acquire� its
premises.� a� life� member� of� West
Midlands� Bridge� Club,� Hylda� was
heavily�involved�in�many�aspects�of�the
club’s� management� and,� well� into� her
nineties,� ran� an� assisted� play� session,
from� which� a� number� of� enthusiastic
bridge�players�emerged.�
Hylda,�unfortunately,�stopped�playing

bridge�a�few�years�ago,�but�will�now�be
taking� her� seat� at� the� Eternal� Bridge
Table� where� all� her� finesses,� endplays
and�squeezes�will�be�fruitful,�and�where
during�the�bidding�she�will�always�be�on
the�same�wavelength�as�her�partner.�
Hylda’s� personality,� sense� of� humour

and� all-round� presence� will� remain
forever� in� the� hearts� of� all� those� who
knew�her.

(Darren Evetts and Colin Lang)
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CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ

ON each of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on

page 62.

W N E S          
1´ Pass 2t Pass
2™ Pass 3®1 Pass
?
1 Fourth suit forcing

W N E S          
?

W N E S          
2NT Pass 3®1

?
1 Stayman

W N E S          
1t Dble 1´

?

W N E S          
1t 2® Pass Pass
?

W N E S          
1t Pass 1™ Pass
2t Pass 2NT Pass
?

Hand 1
´ Q J 6 3 2 
™ A K J 10 2
t 9
® 5 2

Hand 2
´ 10
™ J 10 9 8 3 2
t A 10 5
® A J 7

Hand 3
´ 9 5
™ 8 4
t 10 9 7 3
® A K J 9 4

Hand 4
´ 9 3 
™ 10 9 8 5 3 2
t 8 2
® K 9 2

Hand 5
´ A J 9
™ Q 3
t A K Q J 6 5 3
® 3

Hand 6
´ A 10 8
™ 9
t A J 9 8 5 4
® K J 5

click

link
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1.Game All. Dealer West . most players would prefer to double when holding both major
suits. Your partner responds 1NT. What now?
Some textbooks say that a 1NT response to a double of 1®

shows 8-10 HCP. Is that right? What is West supposed to do
with 6 or 7 points and 3-3-3-4 or 3-3-2-5 shape? Anyway, East
has only a poor 15-count and it seems to me that he should
pass 1NT.
When Piotr Gawrys chose to raise to 2NT, no-one can blame

Michal Klukowski for advancing to game. Although the hearts
split 3-3, 3NT was a fairly hopeless proposition and went one
down. 
Suppose East chooses to overcall 1NT and the advertised

range includes 15-counts. Many Wests would jump to 3NT but
there is much to be said for treating that depressingly flat hand
as a limit raise instead.  

n Awards: 1NT (10), 2NT (7), 1® by North (5), 3NT (4).

2.Game All. Dealer North.

  ´   A K 10 2                           ´   9 3
  ™   6                                      ™   A Q 7 5 2
  t   A K J 9 7 6                       t   10 8 3
  ®   9 7                                  ®   A 8 3

N
W    E

S

Monaco faced USA’s Diamond in the other Rosenblum semi-
final. This was one of the best-played matches that I have wit-
nessed, with Monaco edging through by 13 IMPs. What response
should Helgemo make to his partner’s overcall of 1™?
‘A change of suit facing an overcall is forcing.’ Well, that is what

many teachers recommend, but I have always suspected that’s
because it is easier to teach. The system for the bidding panels in
many magazines recommends that a change of suit is ‘construc -
tive but non-forcing’ opposite a one-level overcall. You can choose
whichever method appeals to you, but make sure that your part -
ner plays the same way!   
Here Geir Helgemo jumped to 3t and Tor Helness appreciated

the value of his hand, cue-bidding in clubs to show a diamond fit
and a club control. Helgemo invoked RKCB and the slam was
reached. He scored an overtrick when the tQ fell singleton, the
™K was onside and two spade ruffs could be taken.
The other three East-West pairs in the semi-finals fell short,

stopping in 3NT twice and 5t once. 

n Awards: 6t (10), 5t (6), 3NT (5).    

Beat Today’s Experts
by David Bird

Answers to Problems on Page 33

Bidding QuizBidding Quiz

click

link

West         North        East           South
K’kowski     Ventin         Gawrys       Wrang
Pass           1®             Dble          Pass
1NT           Pass           2NT           Pass
3NT 

  ´   K 8 5                                  ´   A 10 7 6
  ™   A 10 6                                ™   K Q 4 3
  t   9 7 3 2                               t   Q J
  ®   Q 8 5                                 ®   K 9 7

N
W    E

S

THE deal comes from the Rosenblum semi-
final between Ventin and Mazurkiewicz. What
action would you take on the East cards over 1®
(which might be a weak 1NT type)?
The hand is a bit light for a 1NT overcall and

West         North        East           South
Helgemo     Drijver        Helness       Brink
                 1®             1™             Pass
3t             Pass           4®             Pass
4NT           Pass           5™             Pass
6t
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3.N/S Game. Dealer East. We now visit the English Premier League. With 17 boards of a
20-board match played, Allfrey led Mossop by 60 IMPs to 0. Here
was a chance for David Price and Colin Simpson to knock a dent
into the lead. 
East may feel that he has to rebid 2´ with his three-loser

hand, but he would learn more about partner’s hand by
rebidding just 1´. Partner’s 3™ presented East with a second
decision. Should he continue to show his own shape or agree
hearts (with 4™ or 4t)? Simpson chose to show his extra spade
length and Price gave preference to 4®. What now on the East
hand?
A cue-bid of 4t was possible but Simpson preferred 4™,

offering this as a place to play. His subsequent 6® response to
RKCB showed an odd number of key-cards plus a void. They
ended in 6™ and this went three down when trumps broke 4-1,
declarer losing the ´A, a trump and two diamonds. 6® was the
place to be.
At the other table, Tony Forrester and David Gold collected

11 IMPs for their unambitious 4™.  

n Awards: 6® (10), 6™ (7), games (4).   

4.N/S Game. Dealer East. This deal, again from the Allfrey v Mossop match in the English
Premier League, bears some similarities with the previous one.
Jason Hackett’s 1™ opening promises only 4+ hearts. Justin’s 2®
is not game-forcing but his 2NT rebid is.
Jason bids his hearts one more time to show a six-card suit

and 3´ is a cue-bid that sets hearts as trumps. How should West
continue when he hears a club cue-bid in return?
It is fine to bid RKCB, hearing of two key cards, but I am not

so sure about the final choice of 6™. It seems to have two flaws.
Firstly, with East playing the contract in hearts, a spade lead may
give the defence two quick tricks. Secondly, if you protect the
´K from the opening lead by playing in 6NT, you may survive
when there is a heart loser.
There are nine top tricks (the three A-K-Q combinations) and

three extra tricks will materialize if the ™J falls in three rounds
or the clubs break 3-3. This makes 6NT very much better than
6™.
How did the cards lie at the table? Tony Forrester (South) was

pleased to hold ´AJ96  ™J8762  t764  ®8 and no slam was
makeable. As on the previous deal, stopping in 4™ at the other
table gained 11 IMPs!

n Awards: 6NT (10), 6™ (6), games (5).  

  ´   J 8                                    ´   K Q 10 3 2
  ™   A K Q 9 8 5                      ™   4 3
  t   8 6 3                              t   Void
  ®   10 2                                ®   A K Q J 5 4

N
W    E

S

West                      East
Price                         Simpson
                              1®            
1™                           2´
3™                           3´
4®                          4™
4NT                        6®
6t                          6™

  ´   K 8 4                             ´   10 7 3
  ™   Q 5                               ™   A K 10 9 4 3
  t   A K                              t   Q 9 3
  ®   A Q 7 6 5 2                   ®   K

N
W    E

S

West                      East
Justin Hackett           Jason Hackett
                              1™                 
2®                          2™
2NT                        3™
3´                           4®
4NT                        5™
6™

NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUBS
A big welcome to two newly affiliated clubs, both in Oxfordshire: North Oxfordshire BC and

Central Yarnton BC. The latter has a website, at www.bridgewebs.com/centralyarnton
Also welcome to Shanklin Affiliated Bridge Club on the Isle of Wight; info at

www.bridgewebs.com/shanklinaffiliated
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  ´   K Q 6 5                            ´   A 10 8 3 2
  ™   A 4 3                                ™   Q 8 7
  t   J                                     t   6 4 3 2
  ®   A J 6 5 2                          ®   10

5. E/W Game. Dealer East

N
W    E

S

West                      East
van Lankveld           van den Bos
                              Pass
1®                          1´
3t                          3™
4´

This deal is from the final of the Russian Teams. Loris van
Lankveld found a great rebid - 3t! A 2t rebid would be natural
and forcing; 3t is therefore available as a mini-splinter. It shows
you are worth a raise to 3´ and hold at most one diamond. 
Berend van den Vos held only 6 points, but his four low

diamonds represented a great fit in the splinter suit. Also he
held five trumps - always a good sign. Instead of signing off in
3´, he showed game interest with 3™. 
Sensing a club shortage opposite, West jumped to 4´. The

game was easily made, despite the ™K being over the ™Q.
The bidding was less impressive at the other table. West was

playing a strong 1® system and had to open a natural 2®. This
was passed out and went two down!

n Awards: 4´ (10), spade partial (6).        

  ´   A 6                                       ´   9 7 5 3
  ™   K J 3                                     ™   A 6
  t   A K Q 8                              t   J 7 5
  ®   A K Q 4                                ®   J 10 8 5

6.Game All. Dealer West.

N
W    E

S

We end at Denmark’s Pokalfinale. You don’t
know what that word means? Look it up on
Google Translate then, like I had to! Apparently
it means Cup Final.
Jakob Røn’s rebid showed 25-27 points and

Dennis Bilde’s 4NT was a natural slam try.
What do you think West’s 5NT meant?
Since no trump suit had been agreed, it was

a ‘pick-a-slam’ bid. In other words, it was
asking partner to suggest a possible trump suit.
Bilde showed his clubs and the bidding stopped
there.
As you see, 6® is better than 6NT because

you can take a heart ruff for your twelfth trick.

In 6NT you would have to rely on a heart finesse. There was a
similar auction involving the ‘pick-a-slam’ 5NT at the other
table, again arriving in 6®.
On Hand 4 we saw that 6NT was a safer slam. Here the

point-count was low for 6NT on two balanced hands, so 6®
was better (with an extra trick available by ruffing).

n Awards: 6® (10), 6NT (6), games (5). 

´ ™ t ®

Our experts score a respectable 47/60. If you came close to
matching that, you can be pleased with your efforts. 

Bidding Tips

•  Agree with your partner whether a change of suit op-
posite an overcall is forcing.

•  6NT is often better than six of a suit. It may protect a
king from the lead; it may survive when six of a suit

would fail to a trump loser or an adverse ruff. 

•  A jump reverse (1t – 1´ – 3™) is a mini-splinter – a

good raise with a shortage in the ‘reverse’ suit.         r

West                      East
Røn                          Bilde         
2®                          2t
3NT                        4NT
5NT                        6®

to all those people who help with English Bridge
behind the scenes: cartoonist Celia Weber;
proof-readers Bob and Pat Dowdeswell, Paul
Gipson, Tony Gordon, John Neville, Tone
Parkinson and Peter Scott; and online magazine
curator (and general factotum) Peter Stockdale.

A BIG THANK YOU



BARROW’S 70 YEARS

THE seeds of Barrow BC began in the late 1930s.
With war in the offing, some draughtsmen from the
London offices of shipbuilders Vickers Armstrong
were transferred to Barrow. During their lunch breaks
they played rubber bridge. This continued during the
war years and eventually the idea of form ing a club
was discussed. In November 1944 the inaugural
meeting of the club took place. It was men only.
In 1949 women were admitted – with restric tions:

at no time would they be eligible for election to the
com mittee. A year later the men saw sense and
women came into their own, helping to manage the
club, running bridge lessons, organising coffee
mornings and jumble sales, raising money to buy
the club’s own premises.
As membership grew, eventually a large house in

the town was purchased. It had to be completely
gutted and renovated. Upstairs was made into a self-
contained flat, the income from which helps to
boost the club’s finances, keeping costs down.
After years of meeting in the local Conservative

club, Cricket club, community halls, hotels (one hotel
stopped their weekly meeting as they weren’t
spending enough at the bar . . . at another hotel they
had to bring their own coal for the fire), members
could at last play in their own premises, run their
own classes and continue the traditions built up by a
loyal and enthusiastic membership.

(Dorothy Pritchard)

STROUD’S STREET
SESSION

THEREwere some very bemused looks when passers-
by noticed people playing cards in the street outside
the farmers’ market one Saturday in September. Was
it a performance art installation? Street theatre? Or
just fresh-air freaks with nowhere else to play?

In fact, it was a promotion for Stroud Bridge
Club’s second beginners course. Of course, it should
be obvious from this stunt that bridge isn’t just a
fascinating game, but about having fun too. Two of
the players are existing students from the first
course. Maybe some of the playfulness has rubbed
off on them. 
In case you’re wondering, of course the dog

doesn’t play bridge. However, we understand Jo is
thinking of training Peggy the Yorkie to bark and
warn her when she’s about to overbid. 
The bridge did have one unexpected bonus, a new

member for the club, recently relocated from
France. 
Stroud BC has recently celebrated its 40th

anniversary. See www.stroudbc.co.uk/ (Nigel Pitel)
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Around & AboutAround & About

Long- standing club members, Peter Thompson and
Heather Parsons, cutting the club’s anniversary cake

Peggy the Yorkie (under the table) and friends enjoying
a bridge session outside Stroud’s farmers’ market

VIDEOS FOR CLUB TDS
www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/td-videos

click

link



‘NEW’ WOKING
IT’S all change in Woking!  The club used to play in
nearby Old Woking but recently moved to bright,
modern premises in Goldsworth Park (photo below)
and has just changed its name to Woking Bridge
Club better to reflect its new location.  In the recent
past, the club has also made major investments in
technology: it now has Bridgemate electronic
scoring with results instantly available on a screen,
and hand records available at the end of every
session as well as on its newly-revamped website.
On the back of these changes, the club’s

popularity has increased and its membership has
risen to over 150 members.  It plays duplicate pairs
(and sometimes teams) twice a week; on Tuesday
evenings and Wednesday afternoons in a friendly
and relaxed but competitive manner.  Visitors and
new members of all standards are always most
welcome and a host system is available.
Also, new for 2015, the club will be running a

weekend Blue-pointed Swiss Pairs event on Sunday,
7 June which will be open to members and non-
members in the area who would like to try playing
at the club.  For details, see the club’s website
www.bridgewebs.com/woking/  (Andy Margetts)
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CELEBRATION

THE West of England Bridge Club celebrated its
30th birthday with a party and a special comme mo -
rative edition of its newsletter, Woe Begotten. Edited
by Jen Challoner, the newsletter is a splendid and
fun tribute to the club’s history and its most
illustrious members. Read more about the Bristol-
based club at www.woebc.co.uk/

Around & AboutAround & About

Woking Bridge Club’s new bright venue

A West of England BC member models a ‘facekini’,
‘advertised’ in the club’s newsletter as a means of
hiding ‘partner’s scowls and opponents’ sneers’



CONGRATULATIONS!
ALAN Jeffery (Sussex) reached ‘game’ in December
when he celebrated his 100th birthday. 

Pictured with two favourite lady partners at
Worthing Bridge Club (WBC), where he has played
for over thirty years, Alan honed his game on the
London high stakes rubber bridge circuit in the
1950s, alongside running a highly successful book -
making business. He moved to Worthing on
retirement in 1980 and became a qualified duplicate
bridge teacher. At WBC his name appears on the
honours board more frequently than any other as he
has won all events there, most multiple times, apart
from those restricted to ladies and the less
experienced! 
Alan is an EBU Premier Life Master and at county

level he has won the Sussex Pairs, the bi-annual
Congress Pairs and Teams on several occasions, and
is a six-times winner of both the Senior Sims and
the New Year Swiss Teams, his last win being in the
Seniors as recently as 2006. He was appointed
President of WBC in 2012 and continues to enjoy
duplicate two or three times a week. He is a huge
example of the benefits of keeping your brain active
in your later years. Congratulations, Alan! 

(Dick Wheeler)
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Around & AboutAround & About

Alan Jeffery celebrates his 100th birthday
with two of his favourite partners

Great Value

EBU BLUE POINT
BRIDGE HOLIDAYS

for Club Players

Holidays for 2015:

1. Redworth Hall, Co. Durham,
16-20 March, £299 per person (£9.99 ss)

2. Dunkenhalg, Lancs, 18-22 May,
£259 per person (no ss)

3. Hellidon Lakes, Nothants, 3-7 August,
£299 per person (£14.99 ss)

4. Chilworth Manor, Hants, 16-20 October,
£299 per person (£9.99 ss)

A selection of mid-week holidays in various parts
of England, organised by Bridge Overseas and
aimed at social players looking to combine a
holiday with some gently competitive bridge.
Blue Points are awarded for all sessions. 
As these holidays are aimed at social players,

they are most suited to those ranked below Re-
gional Master, and whose NGS grading is no
higher than a Jack. If in doubt, phone the EBU
Comps Dept on 01296 317 203 / 219.
Each hotel has excellent facilities, including

spas, swimming pools and saunas in all hotels –
plus golf, tennis and fishing in some. All venues
also offer free parking.  

Bookings should be made directly to
Bridge Overseas via the Accommodation
Booking Service on 0800 0346 246. 

∂

π

∑ ∏

Blue
points



Bridge in Literature Bridge in Literature by Dave Simmons

NO LONGER AVAILABLE ONLINE

WHILE searching for additional ideas for my short series of articles ‘Bridge in Literature’ in English Bridge, I
was struck by the surprising number of books that do in fact refer to bridge one way or another. So to end
the series, here’s a quiz. 
Twelve quotes from works of literature – simply identify the book and the author for 5 points each. In the

tradition of club duplicate, consider it a game of twelve rounds, two ‘boards’ per round, so top score is 120.
Answers on page 52-53. 
Be warned, this is not an easy quiz. There’s 40 easy marks for those who read my previous articles (the

duplicate equivalent of 30% ‘for turning up’), but I’d rate a score of 85 or more as pretty impressive, pushing
you above the magic 70% mark.
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Quotations Quiz

It has been necessary to remove
this quiz from the online version
of the magazine as the permission
granted to us by the holders of
the copyright of some of the

works referenced in the article has
now expired. We are therefore no

longer permitted to quote
directly from the novels. We are
sorry for any disappointment this
causes, and we hope that you still

have a printed copy of the
magazine available in which you
can look up the questions. The
answers, which reference the

relevant novels, is still available on
page 52-53.
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THE phrase ‘Eight Ever, Nine Never’ is well known.
I will start my new series on suit combinations by
examining the virtues, and fallacies, of this guidance.
In this article I will look at the ‘Nine Never’ part.

It refers to how you should handle the combination
below. You have nine spades. Your only missing
spade honour is the queen.

´ K 6 5

´ A J 10 9 8 7

Suppose this is your trump suit and to make your
contract you have to draw trumps for no loser. You
cash the king of spades, both defenders following. You
now lead the ´5 and East follows with the remaining
low spade. You have to decide who has the ´Q. ‘Nine
Never’ seems to state that with nine cards in the suit
with the queen as your only missing honour you
‘Never’ finesse, instead you rise with the ace hoping
the queen drops. If taken too literally this is patent
nonsense; for  example, if your side is only missing 12
points and East opened the bidding with a weak 1NT,
you know that East has the queen of spades so you
must finesse. However, I am not dismissing the idea
behind the phrase as totally without merit. We need to
look at what it means, and in order to do so I will try
to avoid being too mathe matical, as in my view
complex mathe matical analysis which ends up with a
triumphant assertion that Line A has a 53.6% chance
of success, compared with Line B which can only
boast a miser able 52.8% just turns most people off.
Instead I intend to look at the concept of ‘vacant

spaces’. Suppose you are looking at this suit in a
vacuum, with no information about the layout of any
other suits. By the time you come to the point of
having to decide whether to try to finesse East by
playing your jack of spades or whether to play West
for the doubleton queen by rising with your ace of
spades you have seen two cards in the East hand and
one card in the West hand. Therefore there are eleven
unknown cards with East and twelve with West. We

say that East has eleven ‘vacant spaces’, while West has
twelve ‘vacant spaces’. Therefore, theoretically, if you
had this combination 23 times, presumably on 12
occasions West would have the queen of spades, while
on 11 occasions East would have that queen. So West
is more likely to hold the queen of spades by a factor
of 12 to 11. Please note two things:
1. That it is a pretty close call. You don’t need

much evidence to the contrary to make taking
the finesse through East more likely to succeed.

2. In real life you don’t play suits in a vacuum.
There are usually clues, sometimes clearcut,
sometimes marginal.

For example, suppose West had opened the bidding
with 3™ before you ended up in 4´. He starts by
cashing two heart tricks, each other player following
suit, and then both West and East play nondescript
clubs to the next trick. Assuming West started with
seven hearts, you now know eight of West’s original
cards (seven hearts and a spade) and only four of
East’s cards (two hearts and two spades). West has
five vacant spaces; East has nine vacant spaces.
Clearly it is correct to play with hope that East has the
queen of spades. (Note that the clubs played by the
opponents are not included in the vacant spaces
calculation as the complete distribution of the club
suit is not known and the cards played provide no
useful information other than the fact that neither
opponent is void in the suit.)
Counting vacant spaces is a useful tool, but only

when you are missing exactly one card in the suit at
the time you make the critical decision. It does not
always give the full picture. In the next deal you are in
3NT, South having opened 1NT and North having
raised to 3NT. West leads the two of clubs. By the
time the defenders have cashed four club tricks you
know that West started with ®Q-8-4-2 and the
opening lead found East with ®A-K-10. West then
exits with the eight of spades as East, who discarded
a low heart on the fourth club, follows with the four
of spades. You discarded a diamond from dummy
and a heart from your hand on the fourth club. You
must now get the diamonds right.

Drop or Finesse? (Part I)
by Andrew Kambites

Suit CombinationsSuit Combinations

click
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E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ A K 
™ J 7
t A J 10 9 8 7
® 9 5 3

´ J 10 3 2
™ A K 3
t K 6 5
® J 7 6

At first sight it appears that West has nine vacant
spaces while East has ten. (As with the club suit in the
previous example, the insignificant major-suit cards
played by the opponents are not included in the
calculation.) However if West is a good player you
should be wondering why West led a club from such
an unattractive holding as ®Q-8-4-2. Clearly he
didn’t have a better alternative. West certainly doesn’t
have a five-card suit, and surely almost any four-card
major suit would have made a more attractive lead,
bearing in mind North’s failure to use Stayman. But
if West has exactly four clubs and doesn’t have a four-
card major he must have at least three diamonds, so
you should cash your king of diamonds and finesse
dummy’s diamond jack.
On the next deal again you are in 3NT, South

having opened 1NT and North having raised to 3NT.
West leads the ™2 and you discover that West started
with ™Q-8-4-2 and the opening lead found East with
™A-K-10. West then exits with the eight of spades as
East, who discarded a low club on the fourth heart,
follows with the four of spades. 

E/W  Game. Dealer South. 
´ A K
™ 9 5 3
t A J 10 9 8 7
® J 7

´ J 10 3 2
™ J 7 6
t K 6 5
® A K 3

Of course this is identical to the previous deal with
the hearts and clubs switched. This time the clues
are less clearcut. You can still deduce that West does
not have a five-card suit but he could easily have
four clubs and have preferred to lead the major.
However, it is still the case that West has chosen to
make a dangerous lead, and when that happens it is
often the case that he simply doesn’t have an
attractive lead. This is certainly consistent with West
holding tQ-x-x. The odds between playing for the
drop and taking the finesse are sufficiently close that
I would cash the king of diamonds and finesse
dummy’s jack of diamonds. I am very relaxed about
the fact that I cannot possibly put a percentage on
this action and I can certainly do without a partner
who, if I am wrong, recites ‘Eight Ever, Nine Never.’ 
Even if you feel you have very few clues you should

at least consider whether it is safe to investigate the
distribution:

Game All. Dealer South.
´ K 8 
™ A K
t A J 10 9 8 7
® A K Q

´ A Q J
™ Q 5 4
t K 6 5
® J 10 3 2

If you are in 7t by North, East leading the jack of
hearts, you must draw trumps quickly. Play for the
drop.
However, suppose you are in 7NT, played by

South, and West leads the jack of hearts. Now you
can investigate the side suits without the fear of a
ruff before committing yourself in diamonds. 
Take the ace of hearts, cash the king of hearts and

the ®A-K-Q. East discards a spade on the queen of
clubs. Now cash the ´K-A-Q. West discards a heart
on the third spade. Continue with the club jack and
heart queen, East discarding two more spades.  You
have a complete distributional count. West started
with six hearts, two spades and four clubs. He has a
singleton diamond so you are guaranteed success by
cashing dummy’s ace of diamonds and running the
diamond jack. r
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West North East South
4®

Pass 5® All Pass

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) a heart; (c) tA; (d) ®5.

THIS problem was sent to me by Manchester player
and friend Alan Jones and my thanks to him for the
hand. Against high level contracts bid like this there
is plenty of distribution around and so the aim is
often to cash our winners before the mice get at
them. Thus there is one lead that is a stand out on
this hand.
(a) A spade: 5 marks. If partner has good spades
and you need to lead through dummy, then this
could be right.
(b) A heart: 4 marks. For the same reasons as above
this could be right. However, as you have one more
heart than spade, the opposition are slightly more
likely to be short and hence you are slightly less
likely to be cashing many tricks in the suit. Hence
the slightly lower mark.
(c) tA: 10 marks. The standout lead in my view.
You are cashing a trick (at least, you hope so!) and a
look at dummy and partner’s card should give you
the right idea of what to do. Note that against high-

   

 Hand 1
 ´   7 6 5
 ™   10 8 7 6
 t   A Q 8 3 2
 ®   5

level contracts, when you are quite likely to lead an
ace without a king (as here), partner should give an
attitude signal regardless of whether you usually
play attitude or count signals.  
(d) ®5: 3 marks. Well, yes, it could be right, I
suppose, but only if dummy is going to ruff
something and has sufficiently few trumps that
leading one matters. That is far less likely than
declarer just drawing trumps and throwing some
losers away on dummy’s high cards.

HHHHHH

West North East South
1® 1´ Pass

3´1 Dble Pass 4™
All Pass

1 Pre-emptive

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) ´K; (c) a heart; (d)
t2.

(a) ´4: 4 marks. North is short in spades and N/S
have found a heart fit. This lead will only work if it
is necessary to force the North hand. But this seems
highly unlikely to be right. More likely, you will just
be doing declarer’s work for him, allowing spade

   

 Hand 2
 ´   K J 7 4
 ™   8 7 3 2
 t   2
 ®   8 6 4 3

Answers to December Problems
by Alan Mould

Prize Leads Quiz AnswersPrize Leads Quiz Answers
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master:   Catherine Thorp,                          Open:    Graham Hanson,

               Wootton Bridge, Ryde                                  Ipswich

                                                                       

Sponsored by
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NEW LEADS QUIZ: PAGE 27NEW LEADS QUIZ: PAGE 27

ruffs before trumps are drawn and clubs run.
Remember that your holdings in both these suits are
rather ominous, suggesting that any honours part -
ner does have are short and will drop easily. 
(b) ´K: 5 marks. Slightly better in that you can
probably hold the lead with this and should know
what to do at trick two. However, there is only one
major chance of beating the contract and this is not
it.
(c) ™3: 6 marks. I actually prefer this to any spade.
It is possible that leading trumps at all oppor -
tunities (i.e. when you get in with a spade) may
mean that declarer cannot ruff enough spades to
come to ten tricks and your heart length may just
prove enough of an irritation. This requires some
very specific holdings in the other hands, though.
Surely the most likely way to beat the contract is:
(d) t2: 10 marks. You have a weak hand with a
singleton, so why not lead it and hope for some
ruffs? Pretty much all you need for this is partner to
hold two aces.

HHHHHH

West North East South
1NT

Pass 3NT All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) a heart; (c) t5; (d) ®10.

These auctions are always difficult to lead against
because you don’t know whether it is right to be
active (dummy coming down with a long minor) or
passive (dummy coming down with a flat 12-13
count). This is yet another reason why experts tend
to avoid invitational sequences if possible.
(a) ´3: 10 marks. Well, I am a big fan of fourth
highest so that gets the 10 marks from me. However,
many experts would strongly disagree with me and
would consider this a poor lead. They would lead . . .
(b) A heart: 9 marks. A passive lead, hoping to give
nothing away with an outside shot at hitting
partner’s suit. The hope is that not giving tricks
away will mean the contract will go off naturally.
Also if partner has (say) ´A-x-x-x, that is still only
four tricks, so you need one more. When partner

   

 Hand 3
 ´   K J 7 3
 ™   8 7 5
 t   K J 8 5
 ®   10 6

wins his trick, he may be able to work out that a
switch to spades is necessary.
(c) t5: 6 marks. Considerably worse than either
major in my view, simply because North has shown
no interest in the majors and therefore is bound to
have length in the minors.  
(d) ®10: 2 marks. This lead, attempting to find
partner’s suit and/or be passive is the worst of all
leads and is actually quite dangerous. Firstly, as
stated above, dummy is liable to have length in the
minors, and secondly you could easily carve up the
combined partnership holding by leading the ten.
Think of dummy coming down with ®K-J-x-x and
partner having ®Q-x-x, for example. r

Easter Festival
of Bridge
3 – 6 April 2015
Royal National Hotel, London

The event includes Stratified Teams,
Flighted Swiss Pairs and Championship
Pairs (in which points will be awarded for
the Player of the Year Championship).
There is also a ‘Really Easy Afternoon’
for newcomers to tournament bridge.

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219 
or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

and

Northern
Easter Festival

3 – 5 April 2015
Craiglands Hotel, Ilkley

The event is run by the Yorkshire CBA
on behalf of the EBU and includes Mixed,

Open and Swiss Pairs, and Swiss Teams  

Entries / enquiries: Stuart Davies

( 01274 598 408  8 stuart@svd1.uk 
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SECTION A (Questions 1–6)

Which of the three selected bids would you make?
You are play ing pairs and unless stated otherwise
it is Love All. You will be given a mark out of 10 for
your choice.

1. ´ A Q J 7 4   ™ Q J 8 3   t K J 2   ® 6
Right-hand Opponent (RHO) opens 1®. Your call?
(A) Double; (B) 1´; (C) 2®.

You have the wrong shape for 2® – that should
promise 5-5 distribution. Doubling could work, but
it will be impossible to find a 5-3 spade fit on many
auctions. My choice is to overcall with 1´ – if the
opponents raise clubs, I will back in with a take-out
double, which will usually enable us to reach the
right strain.
Marks: (B) 10; (A) 6; (C) 3.

____________

2. ´ 7 ™ K 8 7 2   t K 6   ® K Q J 5 4 2 
You open 1® and partner responds 1™. Your call?
(A) 2™; (B) 3™; (C) 4™. 

Some will choose 2™ – you only have 12 points!
Others will choose 4™ – you only have five losers! As
you might have guessed, my preferred call is 3™. The
Losing Trick Count tends to overvalue shapely
hands, and your slightly threadbare trumps and lack
of aces suggest caution.
Marks: (B) 10; (C) 6; (A) 5.

____________

3. ´ K 10 3   ™ 9 4   t 7 6   ® A J 10 9 5 2 
Partner opens 1´ (Acol); RHO passes. What call do
you make?
(A) 1NT; (B) 2®; (C) 2´. 

Some are taught you need 10 points for a 2-over-1
response, others are taught 9. Which is right? Well, a
2-over-1 response should show enough for game
opposite 15-16 balanced. This hand, with its
potential source of tricks, is clearly strong enough
for such an action, and will hardly disappoint
partner if he turns out to have long spades. 2® is my
call, either 1NT or 2´ are too likely to result in a
missed game opposite a strong balanced hand.
Marks: (B) 10; (C) 7; (A) 4.

____________

4. ´ A J 8 7 5 3 2   ™ Q 6   t 7 4   ® 8 3
You are the dealer at Game All. What call do you
make?
(A) Pass; (B) 2´ (weak); (C) 3´. 

3´ is far too rich for my blood – you’ve no shortage
and a suit that will fare poorly opposite a singleton.
Vulnerable, you could easily go -200 against the
opponents’ part-score, even if they don’t manage to
double you! I much prefer 2´ – partner will expect
a good six-card suit, and a bad seven-card suit won’t
play so differently in practice. I’m not a fan of
passing – partner will struggle to place you with this
hand, so you’ll probably have to make a unilateral
decision later.
Marks: (B) 10; (A) 6; (C) 4.

____________

5. ´ K J 7   ™ A 5   t K 6 3   ® K J 9 7 2
RHO opens 1™. What call do you make?
(A) Double; (B) 1NT; (C) 2®.

In my book, this is a clear double. This shouldn’t
absolutely promise four spades, that’s just too
inflexible. 1NT is my second choice, but this hand
doesn’t rate to play well in no-trumps from your
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Answers and Results
Thank you to all the many members who entered. Congratulations to our winners, Sylvia Mitcheson
of Crawley (NGS grade 2-8), and David Woulds of Leighton Buzzard (NGS grade 9+), who will
receive either a Pelissier table or a £100 credit towards EBU competitions entries (their choice!).
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side: you are almost certain to get a heart lead
through partner’s holding, and without a second
heart stop from partner you will be embarrassed as
soon as you lose the lead. 2® rather puts your eggs
all in one basket – when it’s right to play in 2® or
3® you’ll do well, but it makes it hard to reach other
strains when that is right, and it is also the most
likely contract to go for a penalty.
Marks: (A) 10; (B) 6; (C) 5.

____________

6. ´ K Q 8   ™ K Q 6   t A K 7 6 4 2   ® 3
You open 1t; partner responds 1´. What call do
you make?
(A) 2™; (B) 3t; (C) 3´. 

Most would bid 3t on these cards, aware that they
may struggle to find a 5-3 spade fit when it’s right.
3´ could work well, even on a 4-3 fit, but it is a
gamble to commit to spades at this point. That
leaves 2™. The extra space makes it easy to find a
5-3 spade fit. ‘What if partner raises hearts?’ I hear
you cry. Well, if partner has four hearts, he must
have a fifth spade. You can correct hearts to spades
at any level.
Marks: (A) 10; (B) 6; (C) 4.

SECTION B (Question 7)

You are West, holding the hand shown. Which lead
would you make after this auction? You will be
given a mark out of 10 for your choice.

7. ´ K 6 3   ™ K Q J 9   t 7 4   ® K Q 10 5

West North East South
1t

Dble 2t 2´ 3t
All Pass

What lead do you make?
(A) ´3; (B) ™K; (C) t7. 

This is the sort of lead problem we all like to have.
Two great sequences to choose from, plus partner
has bid a suit! However, on this hand, you should
spurn them all, preferring to lead a trump. Your side
has spades, hearts and clubs all sown up, so, besides
a couple of outside aces, the only place declarer can
go for tricks is diamonds. Lead a trump to try to
stop the potential ruffs in the dummy. 
My second choice is a heart, leading from such a
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solid sequence is much better than leading partner’s
suit, which won’t always be as strong as we might
hope.
Marks: (C) 10; (B) 8; (A) 5.

SECTION C (Questions 8-9)

In each case which of the three example hands
would bid according to the sequence given? What
should the other two do differently? Again,
assume you are playing duplicate pairs and the
vulnerability is Love All. 
You will receive 6 marks for the correct answer –

in Mike’s judgement – and 2 marks each for giving
the correct alter native bidding for the other
hands.

8. Partner opens 1´; you bid 1NT; partner bids
2™, which you pass.
a) ´ Q 4   ™ K 7 6 5 2   t K 3   ® 8 6 4 2
b) ´ J 6   ™ Q 10 7   t A 8 6 3   ® J 10 3 2
c) ´ 8   ™ Q 5 3   t Q 6 2   ® A 10 9 7 6 4

Hand a) has far too much potential to pass. It is
clear to raise partner. Hand b) should give
preference to spades – a 5-2 fit rates to play better
than a 4-3 fit, and, if partner makes a try for game,
you would be happy to accept.  Hand c) should pass
2™: this has much more chance of making than 3®,
which will often be dead in the water should partner
have a singleton club.

____________

9. Partner opens 1NT (12-14 points); you raise to
2NT.
a) ´ 10 8 4 2   ™ Q J 6   t K Q 10   ® Q J 10
b) ´ K Q 8   ™ A J 4   t 7 6 4 2   ® J 5 2
c) ´ K Q 9 4   ™ 7 4   t A 9 3   ® Q 10 6 2

Hand b) is too weak to invite game. Not all 11-
point hands are created equal! Occasionally you will
miss a good 3NT, but even opposite a full 14-count,
game rates to be marginal. 
Hand c) is right on values, but must investigate a

major fit first. Bid Stayman, planning on following
up with 3´ over 2´, or 2NT over 2t or 2™. 
Hand a) should raise directly to 2NT. With such

uninspiring shape and every outside suit well
stopped, no-trumps rates to take as many tricks as
spades. The tens make this a much stronger hand
than Hand b), so it’s right for you to make a try for
game. r



YOUR grandchildren, aged 7+, will have been
playing ‘Starter Trump Whist’ as outlined in
the October 2014 issue, on page 29.
Demanding games whereby you are
introducing the ‘special power’ of a trump suit do
not lend themselves to lengthy sessions. However,
they should be played over a lengthy period of time,
i.e. months. A session of no more than twenty to
thirty minutes is quite ample for three ‘learner’
games for 7 and 8 year olds, and the rest of the card
playing time could be for the development of other
not-so-demanding but enjoyable card games. 
What could be helpful is, at odd times when the
grandchildren are visiting, that you make a ‘fun’
time of an available few minutes of ‘free time’. You
could be in the kitchen, but you pick up a pack of
cards and deal four/five/six or seven cards to each
player. Before picking up the cards, ask your
grandchild to decide on the trumps. Play each
round as outlined in the October article, record the
winner as 1-0. No build-up before the session. No
asking the learner if they want to play. Just a quick,
paced, action-packed and ‘fun’ few minutes of play.
Before the visit is over, the young person will want
to play a second and third round so that you can
score the official winner as the best of three games
on your wall chart. Yes, that’s right. It’s time for you
to put the names of all the players on a simple, but
colourful wall chart, starting a family league table to
record scores.

Pass on Your Enthusiasm

You have been, patiently and tirelessly, going
through each of the various steps, identifying the
‘special power of trumps’, making progress each
time you play together and, as always, demon -
strating your enthusiasm and love of card-playing
games. You may be lucky enough to be continuing a
long family tradition, or it may be that you have
come to this game as a relatively new player while
heading towards retirement. Whatever the situa -
tion, you are passing on skills that will ensure that

comradeship and companionship with your
grandchildren will never be far away. How can they
possibly tire of your company if card-loving
grandparents are always ready for a game? 
Even in this age of high-tech, if you can make the
playing of cards fun, you will be delighted with how
quickly young people become absorbed and, with
their desire to win, join you in a winning game of
cards.

Etiquette

Maybe now is the time to talk about card etiquette.
When your little ones have been ‘silly’ at the table,
probably because they weren’t winning, you have
rightly brought it to their attention. In my next
article our young players will be working together
with a partner and there are some special rules
which they must know about. 
Playing with a partner is something new. It may
be that it is the partner who ends up playing the
hands. This will not go down too well at first,
especially if anything is seen to be ‘unfair’. Young
people are vigorous in their demands on ‘fairness’.
My first experience of this in a school environment
was when dummy’s hand went on the table for the
second time, declarer having the most points. With
a loud crash, the table was up-side-down, one child
injured, one child feigning injury, cards flying
everywhere, two accident reports, a detention slip to
be filled out and dummy storming out banging the
door behind him. 
This particular dummy actually influenced the
game of Minibridge in schools. From then on, the
dummy always came round to declarer’s side and
contributed to the play and even if she/he didn’t
have the most points in the declaring partnership,
they would take it in turn to be declarer. Another
problem we had to overcome was the word
‘dummy’. The learners not only didn’t want to be
dummy, they got very heated about being called
dummy. We finally called a truce and our ‘dummies’
were known as the ‘silent partners’! r
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Approaching Minibridge
by Liz Dale
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IN his last article in this series, Neil Rosen reviews
aspects of the 2-over-1 Game Forcing method.
Here is the start of the article; for the full
text, plus a quiz, please turn to pages 67-72
of the online version of this magazine. 

1. Rebidding the Major

i) This nearly always shows a six-card suit. If
not, you should generally be able to find
another bid – bidding another suit, no-
trumps or raising the responder’s suit
being the options available. Thus, holding
Hand A:

After 1´ – 2®, bid 3® – a
simple raise is all that is
necessary.
But if the auction starts
1´ – 2t, I recommend
rebidding 2NT (11-14), not
2´ as you would have to in

Acol. Holding a 5-4-3-1 shape with a
singleton in partner’s suit, it is quite
acceptable to bid 2NT – provided, of course,
that partner knows it is a possibility.

ii) Occasionally you simply have no real choice
but to rebid a five card suit. Thus, holding
Hand B:

After 1´ – 2™, this is very
tough. The hand is far too
unbalanced for 2NT and
3® overstates it somewhat,
so here is a rare example of
opener having to rebid a
five card suit. 2´ is there -
fore the chosen action.

This leads us nicely on to . . .
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2. Reversing as Opener after a 2-over-1 Response

Since the responder has already shown a decent
12+ High-card Points (HCP) there is really no
need for a full 16+ HCP for a reverse (you can of
course keep your reverses up to strength if you
wish – just not my recommended treatment).

I recommend reversing with a good 14+ HCP.
So, holding Hand C:

After 1™ – 2®, you should
rebid 2NT (not strong
enough for 2´). But
holding Hand D:

After the same start to the
auction, it’s fine to choose
to reverse and bid 2´.

3. Jumping in Your Major

This is the case when you open, say, 1™ and after
partner’s 2® response you rebid 3™.

This should be reserved for a hand with a very
good suit (solid or one-loser at worst), plus of
course a good hand (15+ HCP as a guideline), for
example, Hand E. 

This hand and the heart
suit are good enough to
open 1™ and jump-rebid
3™ over partner’s 2®. r

Five-card Majors Part VII
by Neil Rosen

Bidding SystemsBidding Systems
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Hand A
´ K J 8 7 3

™ A 7 4

t 2

® K J 6 2

Hand B
´ K J 8 7 3

™ 4

t A 5

® Q J 7 4 2

Hand C
´ A Q 5 4

™ K J 9 6 3

t Q 6

® 4 2

Hand D
´ A Q 5 4

™ K Q 9 6 3

t A 6

® 4 2

Hand E
´ A 4

™ K Q J 10 8 3

t A 6 2

® Q 5
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1. Moonraker by Ian Fleming
The most celebrated bridge scene in all
literature. See article on Moonraker in
English Bridge, June 2014.
Reproduced with permission of Ian Fleming
Publications Ltd, London; MOONRAKER Copy -
right © Ian Fleming Publications Ltd 1955
www.ianfleming.com

2. Mapp and Lucia by E F Benson
The last three Mapp and Lucia novels were
published in the 1930s, and dramatised this
Christmas for the BBC starring Miranda
Richardson and Anna Chancellor as the epony -
mous heroines. The series was filmed on location
in Rye, East Sussex, home of the author.

3. The House of Mirth by Edith Wharton
A classic of early twentieth century literature,
published in 1905. Edith Wharton was
nominated several times for the Nobel Prize for
Literature, but never won it.

4. The Cardturner by Louis Sachar
… and heaven help you if you queried
his choice of card! See article in English
Bridge, August 2014.
The Cardturner by permission of Bloomsbury
Publishing Plc © Louis Sachar, 2010

5. Light a Penny Candle by Maeve Binchy
Maeve Binchy’s first full-length novel. The best-
selling author later became a keen social bridge
player, or as she once memorably described her
game, ‘Chardonnay bridge’.
Reprinted by permission of The Random House
Group Ltd; LIGHT A PENNY CANDLE © Maeve
Binchy 1982, published by Arrow

6. Three Fat Women of Antibes by W Somerset
Maugham
One of many short stories by Somerset
Maugham, a prolific and celebrated author of
his day, now rather out of fashion.
By permission of A P Watt at United Agents LLP on
behalf of The Royal Literary Fund; THREE FAT
WOMEN OF ANTIBES © W Somerset Maugham
1933

7. The Shooting Party by Isabel Colegate
Filmed in 1985 starring James Mason and
Edward Fox, the film went on to win several
awards, and inadvertently played its part in
spawning the recent hit TV series Downton
Abbey.
Reproduced by permission of Penguin Books Ltd;
THE SHOOTING PARTY © Isabel Colegate 1980

8. My Lady Love, My Dove by Roald Dahl
Roald Dahl was a writer of short stories, many
televised as Tales of the Unexpected, before he
reinvented himself as a children’s author. Now
we know why bidding boxes caught on!
Reprinted by permission of Penguin Books Ltd from
SOMEONE LIKE YOU © Roald Dahl 1952
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Answers to Quiz on Page 43
by Dave Simmons

Bridge in LiteratureBridge in Literature
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TED BOND
Ted Bond died on 17th
december after a short
illness; he was 84.

For some three
decades Ted filled a wide
range of roles in the York-
shire Bridge Association,
including Treasurer,
Membership Secretary
and Yorkshire League
Secretary. He became a

Vice-President in 2011, after relinquishing
his other duties.

In 2010 the eBU presented him with the
dimmie Fleming award for bridge services
to his county.



9. Home Front Novel by Barbara Pym
Barbara Pym was rescued from obscurity and
neglect in 1977 by being voted the most
underrated author of the twentieth century.
Within a year she’d found a publisher again and
been shortlisted for the Booker prize. Now even
her apprentice works – Home Front Novel dates
from 1939 – are lovingly scrutinised and
conveniently indexed by academics on the
Barbara Pym Society website. 
Reproduced with permission of the Estate of
Barbara Pym from Civil to Strangers and Other
Writings © the Estate of Barbara Pym 1987

10. Mr American by George MacDonald Fraser
Another  book which contains a detailed
account of the hero making a redoubled
slam. See article on Mr American in
English Bridge, December 2014.
Reprinted by permission of HarperCollins Publishers
Ltd; MR AMERICAN © 1980 George MacDonald
Fraser

11. Farnham’s Freehold by Robert A Heinlein
Robert A Heinlein was one of the three
acknowledged giants of the ‘golden age’ of
science fiction in the 1950s and ’60s, along with
Isaac Asimov and Arthur C Clarke.
By permission of Robert A & Virginia Heinlein
Library Foundation; FARNHAM’S FREEHOLD ©
1964 Robert A. Heinlein

12. Cards on the Table by Agatha Christie
Yes, it’s Poirot of course, murdering the English
language in his usual manner. See article
on Cards on the Table in English Bridge,
October 2014.
By permission of HarperCollins Publishers Ltd;
CARDS ON THE TABLE© 1936 Agatha Christie    r
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22 March 2015

PORTLAND PAIRS
A two-session Mixed Pairs event held at
various venues. The event will be match-
pointed over the entire field via the inter-
net. The starting times at all venues will be
12 noon and two sessions of 24 boards will
be played with a break in between.

ENGLISH VENUES:

Billericay (new venue) First Class Bridge Academy

Bournemouth Christchurch BC

Bristol Bristol BC

Bury St. Edmunds Great Barton Village Hall

Darlington St. George's Bridge Centre

Exeter ISCA Centre

Lancashire Brierfield BC

Lincolnshire Stamford BC

London Young Chelsea BC

Oxfordshire Steventon Village Hall

Richmond Richmond BC

Sheffield Sheffield BC

Solihull West Midlands BC

Tunbridge Wells Tunbridge Wells BC

Welwyn Garden City Welwyn Garden City BC

Entries to the EBU, either online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members
or to the Comps Dept
email comps@ebu.co.uk
or ( 01296 317203/219 

WELSH VENUE: Colwyn Bay Cricket Club –

contact Mrs Sheila Shea, email:

sheila.shea@talktalk.net

Green-

pointed
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2015 CAMROSE FIRST WEEKEND
ENGLAND are in third place after the first weekend of the Camrose Trophy, which was held
in Edinburgh from 9–11 January. 
The team of Heather Dhondy and Brian Callaghan, Sally Brock and Barry Myers, and

Jonathan Mestel and Paul Barden (NPC: David Burn) won three of their five matches. The two
defeats came against Wales and the Republic of Ireland who lie first and second respectively,
separated by only 0.34 VPs. England are around 14 VPs behind. 
The event concludes on 6–8 March, in Northern Ireland, with a second full round-robin.

England will be represented by Andrew Robson (Captain) and Alexander Allfrey, Tony Forrester
and David Gold, David Bakhshi and Andrew McIntosh; Assistant Captain: Godfrey King.



When did you start playing bridge?
Both my parents played at home and I first learnt from
them. I didn’t start playing a lot until I went to
university at Cambridge. There I was led astray by,
amongst others, Robin Barker, who will be familiar to
many readers now as a senior EBU tournament
director.

How often / where do you play?
I don’t play much club bridge, but during the week I
play in the London Super League, which has a spring
and autumn season, and in Surrey County events over
the winter months. At week ends, I play in EBU events
around the country, maybe twice a month, and most
years travel abroad to play at least a couple of times. 

Do you always play with the same partners / team-
mates?
In the major teams events I usually partner Frances
Hinden and our team-mates are Jeffrey Allerton and
some combination of Andy Bowles, Jon Cooke, John
Howard, Chris Jagger and Peter Lee. In pairs events I
like to play with a variety of people.

I expect them to be well prepared, to give their best
and to be courteous to our opponents. 

What do you do for a living?
I worked in the city initially as an analyst, moving on
to Fund Management and then finally as a trader
specialising throughout my career in junk bonds and
distressed debt. I gave up the rat race about eight years
ago and retired. Now I just do a limited amount of
professional bridge work.

What are your favourite bridge books?
When I was starting out in bridge, books were an
important part of my learning process, since I didn’t
have any formal lessons. Terence Reese wrote some
excellent books; The Expert Game is a favourite of mine
but I think the less well-known Play These Hands with
Me is very good as well.

For defence I think Hugh Kelsey’s Killing Defence
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and More Killing Defence help you move on to a
different level. Marty Bergen’s Better Bidding with
Bergen opened me up to a host of new ideas. 

I have also enjoyed David Bird’s Abbot series that
seamlessly marries high-level bridge content with
humour.

What are your hobbies?
I have a passion for fine wine. I am lucky enough to
have a cellar at home which stores a couple of
thousand bottles to make sure I don't go thirsty! The
rest are scattered around the country in various
warehouses. I am a member of a small wine appre -
ciation group that allegedly meets to taste a few times
a year. I am also a keen cook and enjoy going to good
restaurants. 

I also do a lot of travelling, spending a month in
Japan last year (less than a week was playing bridge!)
and in the autumn nearly a month covering Chile from
top to bottom.

What do you like and what would you change in
bridge?
By far the biggest challenge in bridge, as I see it, is
increasing participation at all levels of the game.
Despite the nominal increase in EBU membership due
to Universal Membership, the number of people
playing in EBU competitions continues to decline year
on year and many clubs in the South East run with half
the number of tables that they did a few years ago.
Allied to this is the relatively small number of young
people who are taking up the game. We haven’t yet
reached the situation in the US where the average age
of an ACBL member is over seventy but we are heading
that way, and it reminds us that it is a global problem.
It’s a difficult issue and the solution is far from clear.

I like that bridge is constantly developing and
evolving as a game. During every session there are
always subtly different situations arising and points to
talk over. The social element is important too, I have
spent many a long night in hotel bars talking about . . .
well, something! r

GRAHAM OSBORNE’s national successes include winning the Gold Cup and the Premier League.
Playing for the England Open Team he has won the Camrose twice. International successes include
two bronze medals in the European Mixed Teams and most recently 2nd place in the prestigious
NEC tournament in Japan. Graham is also on the coaching team for the Junior squads.

Graham OsborneTop Table
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

AVON qualified for the final of the Tolle -
mache for the first time in several years.
Congratulations to Tim Brierley, Mike
Elliott, David Jones, Trevor Ward, Robert
Glass, Jeremy Rickard, Graham Hartley, Rob
Lawy, Mike Lettes and Andrew Urbanski,

with NPC Stuart King. Best of luck to the team in the final on
February 14-15.

In the Western League match versus Wiltshire the Avon A
team won 17-3, the B team won 12-8. The A team still lead the
Division after three matches, with four more to go.

Diary dates: Feb 12, Championship Pairs Qualifier. Mar 7-
8, Avon/Wilts Green Point Swiss Pairs and Teams.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

THERE was not quite enough support to start a
daylight league this season but the BBA intend
to circulate details in May, with a view to
starting a daytime league that will run from
June 2015 until April 2016. The league will

follow the format and rules of the BBA League with two
significant changes as follows: the league will be open to any
Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes-based team and all matches
must start and end in daylight hours with sufficient daylight
time to return home.

Diary dates: Sun Feb 22, County Pairs Qualifier, Final and
Plate, 1.30pm, Wilstead. Thurs Mar 12, Inter-Club Teams of 8,
Wilstead. Mon Mar 23, BBA Swiss Pairs, 7.30pm, Leighton
Buzzard Rugby Club. Thurs Mar 26, Seniors’ Pairs, 1.30pm,
Wilstead.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk

THE last two months of the year have been most
successful for BBCBA and our players with a
number of runner-up positions in national
events. Our experienced Tollemache team ended
2nd in the qualification heat and will try to grab

their third consecutive win in mid-February. Good luck to
you all! New Amersham B (Sally Brock, Barry Myers, Dick
Davey, Ed Scerri) were 2nd in the NICKO Final.

A Burnham BC team (Joan Murphy, David Beever, Bob
Holder, Nigel Lancaster, Nigel Marlow), were the runners up
of last season’s NICKO Plate.

We hope to see many pairs and teams from most clubs in
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the qualification heats for the Waller Bowl (Pairs) and the
Committee Cup (Teams). For those who qualify it is a great
experience to compete with players of similar standard from
other clubs. Can we beat last year’s number of entries?

Please enter for the Mixed Pairs and Flitch on March 1st,
and Men’s or Ladies’ Pairs on April 12. 

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

CONGRATULATIONS to the Jersey team of David
Hole, David Friswell, Roz Bavin and Paul Martin
who won the Llangollen Congress.

Diary date: Apr 24-May 3, Jersey Lambourne
Congress.

Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

MANY congratulations to Jim Barker (see page
31),who has received the Dimmie Fleming Award
from the EBU for thirty years’ service to Cornish
bridge. (Full details on our website). Congra tu -

lations also to Viv Mably and Richard Lingham, who won the
Mixed Pairs at the Porthcawl Congress.

Sandra Bickerdike is becoming our Sims star. Not content
with finishing fourth, with Owen Prior, in the Autumn Sim
Pairs, she did even better in the Children in Need Sims, coming
2nd with Laurie Burley, a new partner.

Our Western League teams are also going from strength to
strength. All three teams won in the match against Devon,
maintaining a 100% record with three matches played.

COUNTY NEWSCOUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column)  in the online magazine (page 73 onwards). These pages are also available as a stand-
alone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.

click

link

David Cairns (left) and Reg Underwood of Horsham Bridge
Club in Sussex, winners of the £1000 first prize in the draw
made from Sim Pairs club heat winning pairs – see page  32.
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Note that the Cornwall Congress will be held at the Falcon
Hotel, Bude, on September 18-20. The Saturday and Sunday
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams will both be Green Pointed. 

(Please see the online magazine for an Obituary and
Cornish results.)

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Ian Walsh on win -
ning the Malvern Congress Pairs (with Jack
Terry) and to Dick Andrews – Gaynor Wiseman
on their win at the Torquay BC Swiss Pairs. 

Diary dates: Jan 27 Jan – Feb 10, Qualifiers at clubs for the
Julia Chadwick (Green Point) final on Feb 21. Sun Feb 8,
Swiss Pairs, Filleigh. Sun Feb 22, EBU Masters Pairs, Isca. Feb
27 Feb-Mar 1st, North Devon Congress. Mar 28-29, Advanced
Workshop with Michael Byrne. Apr 10-12, Devon Congress.

Full details of all events and results are on our website.

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

CONGRATULATIONS to Helen Ackroyd, Tim
Dunsby, Alan Wilson, Janet Smith who finished
2nd in the Hampshire Wessex Blue Pointed

Teams. Also congratulations to Helen Ackroyd, Janet Smith,
Doris Hutchinson, Roy Riley who came 3rd in the Hampshire
Yuletide Swiss Teams.

Diary dates: Feb 24, Weymouth College Trophy (Multiple
Teams), Weymouth BC. Mar 22, EBU Portland Mixed Pairs –
Green Pointed Simultaneous Pairs, Christchurch BC. Mar 24,
Garden Cities Qualifier – Teams of 8 at Christchurch BC.

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

ESSEX players who did well in the Middlesex
Congress Swiss Teams were Peter Scotting, Pat
Johnson, Tony Verran and Brian Gladman (photo
on page 58) who won the event in a strong field of

61 teams. Chris and Sue Taylor with team-mates came 3rd.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
BOB McRobert and out-of-county partner won
the Wessex Teams.

Diary dates: Apr 26, Philip Graham Blue-
pointed Swiss Teams, Franklin Conservative Club, Isle of
Wight. Entries to HIWCBA website or ( 01590 622917. May
17, Green-pointed Swiss Teams, Andover. Entries to Marian
Rudd, marian@marian37.plus.com or ( 01264 333847.

Herefordshire

www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk 

AT the Malvern Congress Swiss Pairs, Ron Carter – Kanwar
Rahim came 3rd, and Ben Britton – Mike Ralph came 9th
equal. In the Swiss Teams, Chris Chowney was in the team
that came 7th equal, and Carol and Albert Brown were in the
team that came 9th equal. 

There has been a much better start in the Western League
this season. The C Team has won both their matches, and
both the A and B Teams have had one win and one loss. 

Full results of all county competitions are on our website. 
Diary dates: Feb 7, Club Teams of Eight, 10.30am,

Tarrington. Feb 28, Championship Pairs, 10.30am,
Tarrington. Mar 13, Inter-club Teams Round 4, 7pm,
Ledbury. Mar 20, Mixed Pairs, 7pm, Bartestree. Apr 10, Inter-
club Teams Round 5, 7pm, Ledbury. Apr 25, Avocet Teams,
10am, Brooms Green.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Jackie Davies and
partner, 2nd in the Two Star Final at the Autumn
Congress.

Diary dates: Feb 22, Blue-pointed Swiss
Pairs, 1.30pm, Hemel Hempstead BC. Feb 23,

HBA Sims Pairs, Hemel Hempstead BC. Mar 20, Marjorie
Lukyn Cup Final, 7.30pm, Bridge Centre. Mar 22, Portland
Pairs, 12 noon, Bridge Centre. Apr 12, Desmond Flockhart
Trophy, 12 noon, Bridge Centre.

Isle of Man
www.manxbridgeunion.org

CONGRATULATIONS to Diccen Sargent of
the Douglas Bridge Club who was part of a
team which won the Congress Teams of Four
Final at the 2014 annual Highland Bridge
Congress at Aviemore in November. Diccen

partnered three Scots against forty-seven other teams, some
of which included Scottish and Welsh players of international
standard – so a fine win. 

The handsome trophy the team won was on display at the
Douglas Bridge Club recently. Unless a volunteer is found
(unlikely), Diccen has the task of polishing it up in time for
the 2015 Congress!

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

55TH KENT CONGRESS: Championship Pairs –
Invicta Cup: Kay Preddy – Norman Selway;
Allnutt Trophy (Leading Mixed Pair): Christine
Kempton – Phil Jones; Gentry Cup (Leading
Married Couple): David and Gina Dickenson;

Puddledock Plate (Leading Non-expert Pair): Jonathan
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Dorset’s Flemmich Cup winners, from the left: Helen
Ackroyd, Chris Stevens, Keith Bartlett, Tim Dunsby
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Wittmann – Nick McCarthy. Swiss Teams Championship –
Lukey Cup: Mike Hampton, John Amor, Michael Prior, Keith
Ashcroft; Owl Cup (Runners Up): Norman Inniss, Stefan
Syplywczak, Dick Davey, Bill Charlwood; Birkle Bowl
(Leading Non-expert Team): Irene Thomas, Morag Gibson,
Diane Potter, Robert Cave.

Well done to our Kent team who won their group in the
Tollemache qualifier: Gerald Tredinnick (Capt), Derek
Patterson, Norman Selway, Kay Preddy, Malcolm Lewis, Steve
Auchterlonie, Pat Collins, Peter Law, Michael Prior, Leigh
Chapman. There were four groups with nine counties in their
group. The top two teams from each group went into the final
(14-15 February in Birmingham).

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

CONGRATULATIONS go to Catherine Draper,
who was a member of the winning Women’s Team
at the World Mind Games in Beijing. She also came
3rd in the Individual competition (see page 16). 

Lancashire qualified for the final of the Tollemache by
finishing 2nd in Group B. The team was Austin Barnes, Stuart
Norris, Jeff Smith, Jackie Pye, John Brearley, Ross Shine, Paul
Hepworth, Rick Bentley, Bill Alston and Colin Mitchell.

Congratulations also go to Nick Woodcock – Sue Fjortoft,
who came 3rd in the Swiss Pairs at the SBU Winter Congress.

Diary dates: Feb 1st, LCBA Championship Pairs, Black -
burn BC. Feb 8, LCBA Teams of Eight, Bury Athenaeum. Mar
7, MCBA Swiss Pairs, Altrincham. Mar 8, M&CBA Swiss
Teams, Deva. Mar 20-22, Cumbria Congress, Windermere
Hydro. Mar 22, Portland Pairs, Brierfield BC. Mar 29, Hector
Barker Pivot Teams, Southport BC. Apr 3-5, Northern Easter
Festival, Ilkley.

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

DIMMIE Fleming Award: congratulations to
Robert Northage on receiving this prestigious
award following his retirement after twenty
years service as County General Secretary.

During this time he has also been the county’s senior TD and
Laws and Ethics Officer and was responsible for introducing
Green Point events locally (see also page 31).

Diary dates: Feb 11, Stanley Trophy Round 5, Glenfield.
Feb 19, Pairs League Round 5, Rothley. Feb 25, Joseph’s Bowl/
Butterworth Langley Trophy Semi-Finals, Blaby. Mar 7,
Leicestershire Green Point Swiss Pairs, Spondon. Mar 8,
Leicestershire Green Point Swiss Teams, Spondon. Mar 11,
Stanley Trophy Round 6, Glenfield. Mar 29, Midland League
v Derbyshire, Greenfields. Mar 31, Mercury Learners Trophy,
County BC. Apr 1st, Gimson Trophy Semi-Finals, Rothley.
Apr 12, Charity Swiss Teams, TBA. Apr 22, Yates No Fear Pairs,
Rothley. Apr 22, Stanley Trophy Round 7, Glenfield. Apr 26,
Gimson Trophy Final, Greenfields. Apr 29, Olga Cup – Ladies’
Pairs and Buckby Cup – Men’s Pairs, Rothley.

Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

ON Wednesday February 25 at 1.30pm Michael Byrne will
give a talk on Duplicate Pairs Tactics at Scunthorpe Bridge
Club, including practice and a question and answer session.
Admission by ticket only. Cost is £6 for club members and £10

for non-members, including light refreshments.
For tickets, contact Glynn Elwick or any member of the

Scunthorpe Bridge Club committee. 
Diary dates: Sun Feb 22, Bainton Trophy Final, Dunholme.

Mar 1st, County Pairs League Heat 5, Dunholme. Mar 8, Garden
Cities Heat (Teams of Eight), Dunholme. Mar 21-22, County
Cham pionships, Scunthorpe; please remember the early start
on both days. Mar 29, County Pairs League Heat 6, Dunholme.

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Heather Dhondy on
winning gold in the Teams and coming fourth in
the Individual in the World Mind Games in Beijing
(see page 16). Congratulations to Premier League

winners Andrew Robson, David Gold and David Bakhshi, and
runners-up Heather Dhondy, Brian Callaghan and Frank To,
who also earned places in the English Camrose team. Also to
PL Division 2 winners Nick Sandqvist and Tom Townsend,
and runner-up Kieran Dyke. Well done to the London
Tollemache team who came second in their group to qualify
for the final. Special congratulations to Mike Hill for receiving
the EBU Silver Award (see page 30) for outstanding services to
bridge – very well-deserved.

The Lederer Memorial Trophywill be held over the weekend
of February 28-March 1 at the RAC in Pall Mall. Spectators
very welcome – enquiries to lederertrophy@gmail.com

Other diary dates: Sun Feb 8, Ian Gardiner Trophy. Sat-
Sun Mar 7-8, Green Pointed Swiss Weekend. Sun Mar 29,
London Championship Pairs. Tues Apr 21,t April Café Bridge,
Tonsleys.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

WORLD Championship selections: after medal-
winning performances in the European
Championships, Jason and Justin Hackett were
selected for the Open team, Catherine Draper

for the Women’s team, and Paul Hackett and John Holland for
the Seniors’ team.

Catherine Draper was part of the gold medal winning
Women’s team in the World Mind Sport Games (see page 16)
and the winner of the bronze medal in the Individual.

Congratulations to Mike Bell and Michael Byrne on
promotion to Division 1 of the Premier League. John Holland
and Alan Mould separately reached the semi-finals of the Gold
Cup; sadly neither player made the final. Well done to Bernard
and Rhona Goldenfield on winning the main event, the Swiss
Pairs, at the Scottish Bridge Union Peebles Congress.

Diary dates: Sun Feb 8, Gazette Cup, Altrincham Bridge
Club. Sun Feb 22, Cantor Cup (Newcomers), 1pm.
Manchester BC. Sat Mat 7, Green Pointed Pairs, 11am, St
Peters Assembly Rooms (Altrincham Bridge Club).

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

The North Wales Teams event for the Harold
Griffiths Trophy was dominated by M&CBA
teams with Dave and Jean Keen, Stuart
Matthews, Marks Weeks winning and John

Hampson, Paddy Murphy, Andy Prothero, Chris Pope 2nd.
In the NWBA Autumn One-day Pairs, Ted Reveley –
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Bill Niccol were 3rd.
Diary dates: Mar 1, Jean Keen Trophy, MBC. Mar 8, Eric

Howarth Cup, MBC. Apr 26, Preece Rosebowl, Blundellsands
BC. May 17, John Armstrong Trophy (GP Swiss Pairs), MBC.
May 30-31, Dublin match, Deva BC. June 11, Jim Davies Swiss
Teams, Heswall BC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Alex Allfrey whose
team has won the Gold Cup (report on page 21).
Andrew McIntosh and Stefan Skorchev were in
the team which finished 2nd.

Well done to Nevena Senior and Nicola Smith
who were in the Women’s Team which won the
gold in the World Mind Games. Nicola then went

on to win the Individual gold (see page 16).
In the Middlesex Congress Swiss Pairs the clear winners were

Andrew Conway and Keith Bush; Mark Hill – Giles Ip came
2nd and Andy Bowles – Shireen Mohandes were 3rd. Well
done to all of them. In the Swiss Teams Pat Johnson, Peter
Scotting, Brian Gladman, Tony Verran won, with Alex
Roberts, Shivam Shah, Peter Crouch, Simon Cope runners up.

Diary dates: Mar 22, Gentle Duplicate Pairs, 2pm, Pinner
BC. In February there are a number of Mixed Pairs heats.
Please visit the county website which has an extensive
competitions calendar: www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

BOOK now for the 47th Norfolk Congress, to be
held again at the Wensum Valley Hotel in
Taverham, near Norwich, from Friday 27 to
Sunday 29 March.

Hon Congress Secretary Maureen Kimbley is
confident that it will be another successful and well-attended
Congress: ‘Our new Norwich venue has proved really popular
over the last two years,’ she said. ‘Entries have been flooding in
for months and we look forward to welcoming bridge players
from all over the country – our regulars and new faces too.’

The Norfolk Congress is open to all members of the EBU
or equivalent bridge unions. Events during the weekend range
from several pairs’ trophy matches to the teams of four Bob
Lawton Trophy and Norfolk Swiss Teams – Neville Hill Cup.

Players can book the entire Congress for £52 – or pay just £5
to compete in one of the Friday afternoon or evening events.

See the Norfolk Contract Bridge Association website:
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk for booking forms.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

IN the Congress Teams of Four Final at Peebles,
congratulations to two NEBA Teams who came
2nd in both the A and B section namely: Clive
Owen, John Atthey, Charles and Vi Outred, and

Norman and Rosemary Gray, Frank Springett, Mike Stanbury.
Relative newcomers to bridge, NEBA pair Ken and Sue
Goddard scored 57.92% to come 4th out of 22 in their section
of the Pairs qualifier on Saturday night – a splendid result! 
2014 Tollemache (Inter-counties Championship) qualifier:

the NEBA team of Julian Gibson (captain), John Atthey, Steve
and Georgia Ray, Martin Kane, Damian Hassan, Shivam Shah
and Basil Letts, finished a close 3rd behind Avon and London,
just failing to qualify despite only losing one match (to Avon).
The crunch match was the last of the day against Avon, so it
felt a long journey back from Birmingham having lost! 

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

THE county’s Eden Cup and Murchie Lerner competitions will
take place at Kettering BC on Sunday March 29. The top two
pairs in the Eden Cup will represent the county in the Corwen.

The Alastair Brodie Trophy will be held at Kettering on
Sunday April 12. This is designed as a social event with a pairs
event in the afternoon and a teams event in the evening. The
pre sentation of the season’s trophy will take place in the
interval.

Belated congratulations to Malcolm Pollack who finished
second in the Two Stars Pairs Final at the Autumn Congress.

In the Eastern Counties League match against Cambridge
University the A team lost 7-13 and the C team won 15-5.

Nottinghamshire

www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire

FROM October 2014 the County Winter Pairs has been played
on the second Wednesday of the month. In 2015, the Journal
Cup for the County Pairs Championship will be played on
Sunday April 18.

Honours were even in the match against Staffs and Shrops:
13-7, 10-10 and 7-13. Other matches include Leicestershire in
January and Derbyshire in February. In the Tollemache Notts
performed reasonably coming 5th in their group of nine teams.

Rob Sharpe and William Crook did well finishing 2nd in
the Seniors’ Congress Swiss Teams in November.

Oxfordshire 

www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk

AT the EBU Seniors’ Congress Oxfordshire players
were very successful with Robert Procter and Mike
Robinson’s team winning the Swiss Teams and
Sandra Nicholson and Krys Kazmierczak’s team in
joint 2nd place. Another well done to Hugh

Thomson – Mike Webley who came joint 2nd in the Swiss Pairs.
Well done to Freddie Illingworth and Laura Covill who

played for the England Under 20s team in the Junior
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Middlesex Congress Teams winners, from the left:
Tony Verran, Pat Johnson, Peter Scotting and Brian Gladman
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Championships in the Czech Republic.
Other Oxfordshire results: Carol Benzie – Aleksandar

Lishkov won the Swiss Pairs Consolation Final at the Torquay
Congress and David Southcombe came 4th in the Malvern
Congress Swiss Pairs.

Oxfordshire’s team of Alan Wilson, Nick Smith, Chris
Cooper, Ed Jones, Robert Procter, Mike Robinson, John
Williams, Sandra Claridge, Kathy and Denis Talbot came 3rd
equal in the Tollemache Qualifier.

Diary dates: Feb 8, Midland Counties League v
Leicestershire. Feb 22, OBA Swiss Teams Championship. Mar
11, OBA Management Meeting. Mar 29, Midland Counties
League vWarwickshire.

Somerset 

www.somersetbridge.org.uk

RESULTS of the Western league matches to date: vs
East Wales, ‘A’ won 19-1, ‘B’ won 16-4, ‘C’ won 13-7.
Vs Devon, ‘A’ lost 5-15, ‘B’ lost 8-12, ‘C’ lost 9-11.Vs
Wiltshire, ‘A’ lost 9-11, ‘B’ won 17-3, ‘C’ won 19-1. Vs
Hereford: ‘A’ lost 3-7, ‘B’ won 16-4, ‘C’ won 19-1.

The Tollemache team of Alan and Jette Bailey, Eric
Cummings, Colin Flood, Frank Coltman, Colin Simcox,
Colin Juneman and Roger Sweet came 7th out of nine teams
in their group.

Diary dates: Feb 14. Bridge Café Seminars, Beah Café,
Wells. Feb 16-20, Michael Coda Sims Pairs. Mar 6, Paul
Bowyer Seminars, Woolavington.

Staffs and Shrops

www.staffsandshrops.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Justin and Paul
Hackett for being in the winning NICKO team.

Diary dates: Sun Mar 8, Shrewsbury Open
Swiss Pairs, Radbrook Community Centre. Our

Green-pointed weekend is at the Park Inn Telford; Pairs on
Sat Apr 11 and Teams on Sun Apr 12; entries/enquiries to
Judy Mitchell, email mitchellm@btinternet.com or ( 0174
3235374.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

ONE hundred and thirty-eight pairs from
Abbeygate, Clare, Deben, Framlingham, Frinton,
Ipswich Hospitals, Stansfield and Woodbridge

bridge clubs took part in the Suffolk Simultaneous Pairs won
by Charles Parker and Andre Gray from Framlingham. 

In the Tollemache qualifier Suffolk finished mid-group and
failed to qualify, but David Price and Jane Moore did well to
finish 2nd overall in the cross-IMPs.

Nine teams contested the Abbeygate Shield, won by
Colchester A and twenty-two pairs played in the ever popular
Novice Pairs won by Wendy Harknet – David Parish. 

Surrey

www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

SURREY are holding a Blue-pointed Elimination
Teams event on the weekend of April 10-12 with a
Swiss Teams on Sunday 12 at Sandown Park
Racecourse. Please support this special event at

this prestigious venue. 
Diary dates: Feb 8, Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs, Ripley. Feb 15,

Friendly Swiss Pairs, Oxshott. Mar 29, County Pairs & Plate,
Oxshott. Enter via the Surrey website or contact Frances
Trebble, f.trebble@ntlworld.com or ( 01252 679883. 

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Oliver Powell and
Jonathan Derrick who were selected to play for
England in the Under-20s Channel Trophy in Lille.

It is with some pride that we heartily congratulate
County stalwarts Sally Bugden and Joy Mayall who
were presented with a Gold Award and Dimmie

Fleming Award respectively at the EBU AGM in November
(see pages 30-31). Their outstanding contributions to English
(and in particular Sussex) bridge are well-known to, and
much appreciated by, all SCCBA members and these awards
are richly deserved. 

Please also note that the SCCBA Seniors’ Simultaneous Pairs
will be played over two days on Wednesday February 11 and
Thursday February 12. As with the Charity Sims, individual
players may only play in one heat. To arrange for your club to
enter this event, please email or telephone the organiser, Peter
Clinch (his contact details are on the SCCBA website).

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

The 29th Coventry Congress will take place on
March 27-29; the Swiss Pairs on Saturday and Swiss
Teams on Sunday are both Blue-pointed. The
Peeping Tom Pairs on Saturday is for less
experienced players, a light-hearted one session

event playing four six-board matches, the emphasis being on
participation rather than competition. On both days, two-
course meals are available at a cost of £8 per day. Further
details can be found on the Coventry and North
Warwickshire Bridge Club website www.bridgewebs.com/
cnwbc or contact the Congress organiser at stephandbob
@live.co.uk( 01675 443291 for a brochure.

Congratulations to the West Midlands Bridge Club for
winning the NICKO. Paul, Justin, and Jason Hackett were
joined by Brian Senior and Anita Sinclair.

Diary dates: Tues Feb 10, National Pairs Heat, 7.15pm,
West Midlands BC.
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MASTER-POINT PROMOTIONS
The latest list can be found at

www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions

click

link



Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

BRIDGE continues apace in Wiltshire and our
community has grown too. A warm welcome
to our newest affiliated club, Bridge for all

Marlborough (www.bridgewebs.com/bfamarlborough), and
we wish them every success for the future. 

Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

IT’S unusual, and very welcome, to be able to
report an international success by a Worcester -
shire member. However, John Sansom achieved a
bronze medal in the Seniors event in the World
Bridge Series in China – well done John!

Closer to home, having moved to its new venue, the
Malvern Congress was again a great success. Significant prize-
winners were: Green-pointed Swiss Pairs: Jack Terry – Ian
Walsh (photo above); Green-pointed Swiss Teams: Tim Brierley,
Jack Terry, David S. Jones, Alan Jones.

At the Porthcawl Congress, Pam Pearce – Susan Sharp won
the Ladies’ Pairs.

There are significant changes to the county competitions
this year. In order to make them more accessible to a greater
number of our members, some qualifying rounds are being
abolished, leaving a simple Sunday event. Members are
encouraged to look out on the county website or ask their
club secretary for details.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to Fiona Brown on her gold
medal as a member of the victorious England
women’s team at the World Mind Games in Beijing
(see page 16).

Yorkshire finished third equal in their qualifying group for
the EBU’s Tollemache Cup – not quite enough to reach the
final. The team was Brian Senior, Sandra Penfold, James
Thrower, Phil Godfrey, Tom Gisborne, Sandy Davies, Sarah
Teshome, Richard Winter, Richard Pike and Dave Robinson.

Janet and Ted Latham (photo below) won the Swiss Pairs at
the EBU’s Seniors Congress. At the EBU’s Montenegro Congress,
Toby Wall – Mike Rodgers were 2nd in the Men’s Pairs, and
Julia Staniforth – Philip Mason were 3rd in the Mixed Pairs.

Diary dates: Feb 8, Yorkshire Cup Final, Leeds. Feb 12,
Margery Cartwright Simultaneous Pairs, Clubs. Mar 18, Peter
Littlewood Midweek Pairs, Leeds. Mar 22, Improvers’ Pairs,
Leeds. Mar 29, West Yorkshire Open Teams, Bradford. Apr 3-5,
EBU Northern Easter Festival, Craiglands Hotel, Ilkley. r
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Malvern Congress Pairs Winners,
Jack Terry (left) and Ian Walsh
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Jeremy Dhondy (centre) presents Ted and Janet Latham with
the Swiss Pairs trophy at the EBU Seniors Congress 
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PERMITTED AGREEMENTS
ADDITIONS and amendments to permitted methods take effect from August 1st and any appli cations to
change any thing need to be received by the Laws and Ethics Committee by the end of February.

If you wish to apply for approval of any agreement not currently permitted, you should send it by the end
of February 2015 either typed on A4 paper to the Secretary to the Laws and Ethics Committee, EBU,
Broad fields, Bicester Road, Aylesbury HP19 8AZ or by e-mail to John Pain, john@ebu.co.uk. You should
include a logical defence to any agreement and indicate how it is to be shown on the convention card.

The Committee tend to look more favourably on applica tions that are not especially difficult to defend
against. 
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RANKED MASTERS
PAIRS 2015

A group of Pairs Championships for players
with spe cific Master Point ranks

Free entry: If a player was promoted in
2014 to one of the four landmark ranks
(Grand Master, Life Master, Regional Master,
Master), his/her entry to the 2015 event is
FREE.

28th February – 1st March 2015
Premier Grand Masters Pairs

Grand Masters Pairs
Premier Life Masters Pairs

Life Masters Pairs
National Masters Pairs
Regional Masters Pairs

Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

All events start at 2pm on Saturday and
end between 3.30pm and 5.30pm
on Sunday depending on numbers.

MASTERS PAIRS
Sunday 1st March 2015

ENTRY FEES REDUCED FOR 2015

The Masters Pairs section is open to all below
the rank of Regional Master on 1st Jan 2015.
Unlike the other categories in the Ranked
Masters Pairs (see above), it is a two-session
one-day event (11.30 start, finish by 6.45pm
approx.) at these venues:

• Bradford Bridge Club

• Exeter Bridge Club 

• Richmond Bridge Club

• Tunbridge Wells Bridge Club 

• Welwyn Garden City Bridge Club 

• West Midlands Bridge Club

Entries / Enquiries:
EBU Competitions Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219 or e-mail

comps@ebu.co.uk

All
Green-
pointed

Green-
pointed

SCHAPIRO SPRING
FOURSOMES

1 – 5 May 2015, Stratford upon Avon

Whether you end up competing in the
main event for the Schapiro Trophy, or
for the con solation Punchbowl Trophy,
or for the Hamilton Cup in the Swiss
Teams, this double-elimination event is one of
the best in the EBU calendar and it deservedly
attracts many of the world’s best players. 
Due to the generous sponsorship arrang -

ement in place, prizes are approxi mately
twice the normal EBU value.

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Green
points

20 – 22 February 2015

HARROGATE
SPRING CONGRESS

Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

Mixed and Open Pairs on Friday
Swiss Pairs on Friday and Saturday 

Swiss Teams on Sunday

EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219
email comps@ebu.co.uk

or book online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

EBU Accommodation Booking Service
( 0800 0346 246

Blue
points

Green
points
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W N E S           
1´ Pass 2t Pass
2™ Pass 3®1 Pass
?

1 Fourth suit forcing

3™. Rebidding your second suit
completes a nice description of your hand. By
bidding hearts twice, you are showing a five-card
suit. You must also have at least five spades to have
opened 1´ rather than 1™ when you have five
hearts.   

W N E S           
?

1™. With 10 HCP, good inter -
mediates and two aces, this hand
is too good to pass (or to open
with a weak two bid if that option

is available to you). You intend to rebid 2™, which
will tell partner that you have a minimum opener.

W N E S           
2NT Pass 3®1

?
1 Stayman

Double. On a strong opposing
sequence, doubling a conven -

tional bid should be lead directing, asking partner
to lead the suit that you double. Since you do not
know whether the opponents will end in 3NT or a
suit contract, you need both length and strength in
clubs to double 3®. This you certainly have.

W N E S           
1t Dble 1´

?

2™. Your partner has asked you to
bid a suit. While it is true that you
have only 3 HCP and that South’s

1´ relieves you of the obligation to bid, you have a
six-card major suit and your one picture card looks
like it should be working. With everyone else bid -
ding, partner may twig that you hold few high cards.

W N E S           
1t 2® Pass Pass
?

3t. Holding a singleton club,
partner will expect you to reopen
on most hands. If you made the

tA a small card in one of the other suits, you would
rebid 2t. With your actual hand, you must jump to
show good playing strength and alert partner to the
possibility of game.    

W N E S           
1t Pass 1™ Pass
2t Pass 2NT Pass
?

3NT. After you have shown a
minimum opening with a six-

card suit, partner is inviting game. You should
accept the invitation because you have 13 points
when you might have 11 and because your
intermediate cards are better than they might be. r

Hand 1
´ Q J 6 3 2 
™ A K J 10 2
t 9
® 5 2

Hand 2
´ 10
™ J 10 9 8 3 2
t A 10 5
® A J 7

Hand 3
´ 9 5
™ 8 4
t 10 9 7 3
® A K J 9 4

Hand 4
´ 9 3 
™ 10 9 8 5 3 2
t 8 2
® K 9 2

Hand 5
´ A J 9
™ Q 3
t A K Q J 6 5 3
® 3

Hand 6
´ A 10 8
™ 9
t A J 9 8 5 4
® K J 5

Answers to Questions on Page 36
by Julian Pottage

Club Bidding QuizClub Bidding Quiz

click

link

The English Bridge Education and Development charity is looking for a volunteer
to help coordinate the Junior Teach-In event. If you would be interested in
helping, please contact Simon Barb – simon@ebedcio.org.uk – by 13th February.







IN July, the Junior European Teams Championships
will be held in Tromsø, situated in the north of
Norway. The European Championships is the
pinnacle of the two-year cycle and will see England
fight it out against its bitterest rivals in a gruelling
20-board all-play-all round robin. The prize is a
spot in the World Championships and European
Medals and our Juniors will certainly be hoping to
compete for these.

The journey to this event has already begun and
the Juniors have been putting the hours in training
online, at the training weekends with guest speakers
such as Jon Cooke and David Burn and also playing
in events up and down the country. The following
hand is taken from the Premier League and sees our
Juniors battle it out against some of the best players
the country has to offer. Here is one of our most
promising young pairs, Freddie Illingworth and Ben
Norton, in action:

Love All. Dealer East. Teams.
´ 10 4 2
™ J 8
t A Q 5 3
® Q 5 3 2

´ A Q J ´ 7 6
™ 9 7 5 2 ™ A 10 3
t 8 2 t K 10 9 7 6
® K 8 6 4 ® J 10 7

´ K 9 8 5 3
™ K Q 6 4
t J 4
® A 9

West North East South
Illingworth Norton

Pass 1´

Pass 2´ All Pass

Freddie led the seven of hearts, declarer covering
with the jack and Ben winning the trick with the
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ace. Ben switched to a trump to Freddie’s jack and
Freddie now correctly switched to the eight of dia -
monds to Ben’s king. A trump was returned and
Freddie was now able to win with the queen and
draw a third round of trumps. Now, when Freddie
exited with a diamond, declarer was condemned to
a club or a heart loser for one off. Note that any
other defence, such as a club switch by East at trick
two, will allow declarer to establish dummy’s ®Q
for a diamond discard and make his contract. The
more vigilant of you will of course note that
declarer can make his contract if he does not cover
the opening lead with the jack. 

Of all the players in the room, Freddie and Ben
were the only pair to set 2´ which was the contract
at nine out of ten tables! However, as I’m sure you
can all predict, the only pair not to be in 2´ were
team-mates who were sadly in 3´.

So, what next? The Juniors will be working hard,
playing more competitions within the country and
also across the Channel against our European rivals.
Next up will be the Peggy Bayer and Junior Camrose
against the Home Nations with England keen to
defend both of these titles from last year and,
following these, the White House competition
against countries from all over the world, held in
Amsterdam. Keep your eyes peeled for these results
and also for any Juniors you might be facing at your
next congress! r
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JUNIORS 5TH
IN CZECH REPUBLIC

An England team were fifth in an interna-
tional event in Hluk, Czech Republic, which
finished on 30th november.

The team of Laura Covill, Stephen
Kennedy,  Ben norton and Freddie Illing-
worth were competing in the Junior Team
Champion ships of the Czech Republic. They
were sixth in the initial Swiss Teams and then
won the play-off for fifth place. 

Online ExtraOnline Extra

The Road to Tromsø – by Kyle LamThe Junior Page



What is it?
The Rule of Eleven is a great and very helpful rule to
aid you in working out what partner has led from. It
works in conjunction with the Standard English
leading style of leading fourth highest from an
honour and second highest from no honour. 

The simple calculation is this: deduct the number
of the card led (so if it is the six of clubs deduct six)
from eleven and the answer tells you how many
cards higher than that card are in the other three
hands. Since you can see two of them (dummy and
your hand), you work out what is in declarer’s hand.
Declarer can also see two of those hands (dummy
and his own hand), so the Rule also helps him work
out what is in you hand.

When does it apply?
You can use it in a suit contract but it is far more
useful in no-trumps, when you can be pretty sure
that partner has led from a long suit, as opposed to
a singleton or doubleton.

Let’s say you hold A-10-9-3 and dummy on your
right has K-5-2; partner leads the seven through the
king on an auction of 1NT – Pass – 3NT. Declarer
plays the two from dummy and you play . . . ? 

11-7=4; you can see all four cards higher than the
seven, so assuming a fourth-highest lead partner
must have the remaining three cards higher than the
seven, which are the queen, jack and eight. Let the
seven run and as if by magic partner is still on lead
to lead through the dummy. (If partner has led
second highest from a poor suit, ducking is still

good technique.)

Why does it work?
The Rule of Eleven works because when you lead
fourth best there are three cards higher than the
card led in your own hand. Since the highest card is
the ‘fourteen’ of that suit (starting at the two,
counting upwards the ace is the highest card
effectively ranking fourteen), that gives you 14-
3=11, so that’s why you deduct from 11. 

What are the problems?
The Rule of Eleven will sometimes give you an
impossible answer. For example it might tell you that
there are three cards higher than the eight in the
other three hands, yet you can see four of them
yourself. In that case it doesn’t mean the rule has
failed: it simply means that partner has not led fourth
highest. He will either have led second highest from a
poor suit, or a short suit if it is a suit contract. 

What more do I need to know?
The Rule of Eleven is based on partner having led
fourth best. If you switch to playing ‘third and fifth’,
or more likely play against people that use such a
method, you need to change your Rule of Eleven
into the Rules of Ten (fifth best) and Twelve (third
best). The easy way to remember is that it always
adds up to fifteen. The Rule of Twelve is helpful
when you have overcalled and partner leads small in
your suit in a situation where you are pretty sure he
has only three cards. r
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The Rule of 11 – by Michael ByrneRules & Maxims
RATING HHHHH

Free trial  ´ Acol widely played ® Special subscription rates for EBU members
Friendly & fun online club for all players



Reviewing the 2-over-1 Aspect of the System

IN the October 2014 issue I looked briefly at some
of the necessary aspects of attempting to play 2-
over-1 game forcing. In this final article in my series
(hurrah . . . I hear you say!) I will develop these ideas
a bit further to give you some working knowledge of
how to handle these vital auctions.

1. Rebidding the Major

i) This nearly always shows a six-card suit. If
not, you should generally be able to find
another bid – bidding another suit, no-
trumps or raising the responder’s suit being
the options available. Thus, holding Hand A:

After 1´ – 2®, bid 3® – a
simple raise is all that is
necessary.
But if the auction starts
1´ – 2t, I recommend
rebidding 2NT (11-14), not
2´ as you would have to in
Acol. Holding a 5-4-3-1

shape with a singleton in partner’s suit, it is
quite acceptable to bid 2NT here. Provided of
course that partner knows it is a possibility.

ii) Occasionally you simply have no real choice
but to rebid a five card suit. Thus, holding
Hand B:

After 1´ – 2™, this is very
tough. The hand is far too
unbalanced for 2NT and
3® overstates it somewhat,
so here is a rare example of
opener having to rebid a
five card suit. 2´ is

therefore the chosen action.

This leads us nicely on to . . .

2. Reversing as Opener after a 2-over-1 Response

Since the responder has already shown a decent 12+
High-card Points (HCP) there is really no need for
a full 16+ HCP for a reverse (you can of course keep
your reverses up to strength if you wish – just not
my recommended treatment).

I recommend reversing with a good 14+ HCP. So,
holding Hand C:

After 1™ – 2®, you should
rebid 2NT (not strong
enough for 2´). But
holding Hand D:

After the same start to the
auction, it’s fine to choose
to reverse and bid 2´.

3. Jumping in Your Major

This is the case when you open, say, 1™ and after
partner’s 2® response you rebid 3™.

This should be reserved for a hand with a very
good suit (solid or one-loser at worst), plus of course
a good hand (15+ HCP as a guideline). For
example, Hand E:

This hand and the heart
suit are good enough to
open 1™ and jump-rebid
3™ over partner’s 2®. But
Hand F (overleaf):
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Part VII – by Neil RosenThe Five-card Major System

Hand A
´ K J 8 7 3
™ A 7 4
t 2
® K J 6 2

Hand B
´ K J 8 7 3
™ 4
t A 5
® Q J 7 4 2

Hand C
´ A Q 5 4
™ K J 9 6 3
t Q 6
® 4 2

Hand D
´ A Q 5 4
™ K Q 9 6 3
t A 6
® 4 2

Hand E
´ A 4
™ K Q J 10 8 3
t A 6 2
® Q 5



Must just rebid 2™ after
1™ – 2® – due to the
quality of the heart suit.

It is therefore very important to note the nuance
here whereby rebidding your own suit does not
automatically show a minimum hand as in standard
methods.

4. The Waiting 2NT

Consider Hand G. After 1´ – 2t – 2™, what should
your second bid be as responder?

Since the auction is already
game-forced (2-over-1, re -
mem ber), a quiet 2NT is
easily the best bid here. It
allows opener to describe
any extra feature of his
hand economically and
efficiently. This is obviously

superior to jumping to 3NT or introducing the
fourth suit as you would have to do in standard
methods.

5. The Jump to 3NT

One of the criticisms I have often heard aimed at the
whole concept of 2-over-1 is that both members of
the partnership bid merrily away describing their
shape without ever really exchanging further
information after the first two bids on the actual
strength of either hand.

I recommend a jump to 3NT from either member
of a partnership to have a well-defined meaning.

The two most common treatments are:

1. 15-17 HCP.
2. Showing a minimum (fast arrival).

I strongly prefer option 1. above.
Thus in Auction (i):

Auction (i) 1™ 2®

2t 3nT

3NT shows 15-17 HCP, giving opener a chance to
judge how to proceed. 

In Auction (ii):

Auction (ii) 1´ 2®

2t 2´

3nT

3NT here shows 15-17 also (obviously with five
spades and four diamonds, as well as a heart stopper).

I extend this principle so that in all game-forcing
auctions you ascribe the meaning of a jump to 3NT
as 15-17 HCP. A typical example would be after
partner has used Fourth Suit Forcing, which you
should play as forcing to game.

6. A Jump in a New Suit

An example auction would be 1´ – 2® – 3t.

This is definitely best
played as a splinter, i.e.
showing a raise in clubs
with short diamonds. This
method should already be
in use for all Acol experts,
though in my experience
most players do not seem to

play it this way. A hand such as Hand H would be
perfect for the bid. 

7. Bidding after Intervention

(a) The Opponents Double

Say that partner opens 1™. If RHO doubles:

Redouble = Strong, usually 10+ HCP with fewer
than three hearts; essentially penalty-
seeking.

1´ = Natural and forcing, can be quite
light in practice.

1NT = 7-10 HCP, denying three hearts or
four spades.
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Hand F
´ A 4
™ K J 9 7 3 2
t A Q 2
® Q 5

Hand G
´ J 7
™ A 4 2
t K Q 7 3 2
® K 8 5

Hand H
´ K Q J 8 2
™ A 4 2
t 5
® A Q 7 4



2®/2t = Natural and forcing for one round
(note: after the double these bids are
no longer game forcing).

2™ = Weak raise, usually three trumps
only.

2´/3®/3t = Fit-showing jumps.
2NT = Good raise: four trumps, 9+ HCP.
3™ = Weakish raise, at least four trumps.

N.B. There is plenty of room for individual part ner -
ships to develop their own ideas here. Most part ic -
ularly, adopting the use of transfer responses has an
awful lot to recommend it. The following scheme
illustrates the method. After partner’s opening of
1™ has been doubled:

1NT = Transfer to clubs (initially assume a ‘weak
two type hand’, i.e. six clubs and 4-9 HCP).
This does not promise another bid unless
significantly stronger.

2® = Transfer to diamonds (same as with the
clubs above).

2t = Shows a good raise to at least 2™, three-
card support and a good 9+ HCP. 

2™ = Shows a weaker raise, typically with three-
card support and 5-8 HCP. 

Similarly, if partner opens 1´ and the next hand
doubles, then:

1NT = As above (transfer to clubs). 
2® = As above (transfer to diamonds). 
2t = Transfer to hearts  Again, the hand does

not have to be strong; it could be weak
with a six-card suit. You gain much space
by being able to start both weak and
stronger auctions with the same bid here.

2™ = Good spade raise.
2´ = Weak spade raise.

This method is just food for thought for aspiring
partnerships. I thought I would pop it in here to
give you some ideas for partnership development.

b) The Opponents Overcall

A bid of a new suit is now natural and forcing,
but again not to game. You might like to
check back to Part V in this series (October
2014 issue, page 70) for details.

Let’s see a variety of hands in action via a quiz.

Quiz for 2-over-1 Auctions

A. You Partner
1´

2® 2™

?

B. You Partner
1™

2® 2™

?

C. You Partner
1´

2® 3™

?
D. You Partner

1´

2® 2´

?

A. You Opp1 Partner
1´ 2t 3®

Opp2 passes. Your bid?

B. You Partner
1´ 2®

?
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Problem 1
´ 5 2
™ A 7 4
t K 2
® A Q J 6 5 3

Problem 2
´ K Q J 8 3 2
™ A 5
t A 9 2
® 5 3



A. Partner You
1´ 2®

2t ?

A. Partner You
1™ 2®

2t ?

B. Partner You
1´ 2®

2t ?

C. Partner You
1´ 2®

3® ?

A. Partner You
1´ 2t
3´ ?

A. Partner You
1™ 2®

2´ ?

B. Partner You
1™ 2®

3™ ?

C. Partner You
1™ 2®

2nT ?

Quiz Answers

A. You Partner
1´

2® 2™

?

B. You Partner
1™

2® 2™

?

C. You Partner
1´

2® 3™

?
D. You Partner

1´

2® 2´

?

A: 3®. A rebid of 3® guarantees a decent six-card
suit here. Who knows? A club game or slam may
easily be your best bet – you can investigate
efficiently without losing the ability to play in 3NT,
which is still your most likely contract at this stage.
Partner can obviously support clubs, describe his
shape further by rebidding either major, bid no-
trumps himself, or even introduce the fourth suit,
when you will be happy to show your stopper.

B: 3™. Partner has rebid his hearts – in principle
showing at least six. You can make use of one of the
main advantages of the 2-over-1 system by agreeing
partner’s suit easily and conveniently without the
need for fourth suit or jumping. If partner has
anything extra, he can now investigate a slam via a
cue-bid, or, if minimum, simply raise to 4™.

C: First, you must recognise that partner’s 3™ bid is
a splinter agreeing clubs. This makes your hand
enormous! I would now probably drive to slam –
either by using Blackwood immediately or perhaps
by going slower and bidding 4® (you’re both still in
a game-forced situation, remember) so that an
exchange of cue-bids can be achieved.
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Problem 3
´ J 7
™ K 9
t Q 8 7 3
® A K 7 5 4

Problem 4
´ K 10 6
™ Q 8
t Q 6 3
® A Q 8 7 2

Problem 5
´ K 3
™ 8 4
t A K 8 6 5 2
® A 5 4

Problem 6
´ J 6 2
™ Q 9 5
t A 4
® K Q 7 5 4

Problem 1
´ 5 2
™ A 7 4
t K 2
® A Q J 6 5 3



D: Close between 2NT and 3® here. There is no
need to support the spades at this stage holding two
measly small ones with stoppers everywhere else. I
would probably vote for 2NT.

A. You Opp1 Partner
1´ 2t 3®

Opp2 passes. Your bid?

B. You Partner
1´ 2®

?

A: Bid 3´. Despite 3® not being forcing to game,
since the opponents have intervened, my preferred
treatment (expert partnerships please take note) is
to play that 3´ is now forcing, i.e. the auction is
forcing for an extra round once responder bids at the
three level in a competitive auction. This clearly
removes the need for opener to have to bash 4´

sometimes to show his extra values on a dubious
suit. This often finds partner with inadequate
support . . .

B: 2´. Despite the nice spades and decent 15 HCP,
you should refrain from showing strength by
jumping to 3´. The reason is the suit quality: you
need, as previously explained, a solid suit or one
with one loser at worst. This hand is lacking the ´10
– which, if held, would make it a perfect 3´ jump-
rebid.

A. Partner You
1´ 2®

2t ?

A: 3t. This should be feeling nice and easy by now.
You are in a forcing-to-game auction so it is again
economic and efficient simply to raise the diamonds
holding a fit.

Consider Hand I as a possible
hand for partner. A possible
auction that might ensue could
well be something like this:

Partner You
1´ 2®

2t 3t
3™ 3nT
4t 4™

6t Pass

Standard methods would not allow this. The
auction would be much more likely to develop as:

Partner You
1´ 2®

2t 2™ (fourth suit)
?

The choice now might be 3NT (or possibly 3™ if
you play it as ‘too good to limit’). Either way, the
decision as to whether to move on past 3NT would
lie with the 13-count responder. I feel that the
bidding might well end at this stage.

It is so much more efficient for the opener to
learn that his partner has an opening hand (2-over-
1 response) followed by diamond support. A slam
becomes a much easier proposition to get to.
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Problem 2
´ K Q J 8 3 2
™ A 5
t A 9 2
® 5 3

Problem 3
´ J 7
™ K 9
t Q 8 7 3
® A K 7 5 4

Hand I
´ K Q 10 9 6
™ A 5
t A K 9 2
® 6 3



A. Partner You
1™ 2®

2t ?

B. Partner You
1´ 2®

2t ?

C. Partner You
1´ 2®

3® ?

A: 2NT. This shows a hand outside the 15-17 HCP
range (usually 12-14, occasionally 18-19 or off
shape somewhat). 

B: 2´. Showing three-card spade support econom -
ically. A jump to 3´ at this stage instead would show
some real slam prospects (typically a good 15+
HCP).

C: 4´. With real spade support but a relatively
minimum point-count (also poor controls), here it
is prudent to describe a minimum hand with
primary support. The opener would then need
significant extras to continue the slam search. A 3´

bid here instead of 4´ would show either extra
values or some slam suitability (good controls).

A. Partner You
1´ 2t
3´ ?

A: 4®. This is an unambiguous cue-bid. If opener
can now bid 4™, you are off to the races. Partner is
known to have lovely spades; you have the
magnificent king of spades and a real source of
tricks. A grand slam is a real possibility.

A. Partner You
1™ 2®

2´ ?

B. Partner You
1™ 2®

3™ ?

C. Partner You
1™ 2®

2nT ?

A: 4™, again describing a minimum 2-over-1
without marvellous controls. Remember, partner’s
2´ is 14+, not necessarily a full reverse.

B: 4t. Partner has shown a great hand with good
hearts. With the fitting ™Q you need to show some
signs of life. You are well worth a cue-bid here. After
this, any further slam overtures will need to come
from partner.

C: 4™. Partner will now pass with 12-14 but bid
on with 18-19.  An alternative would be to raise to
3NT instead; however, I would generally only
suppress three-card support if 4-3-3-3 – or if
shooting for tops in a pairs tournament!

HHHHHH

This concludes my series on the art of playing Five-
card Majors, Strong No-trump and 2-over-1 Game
Forcing. Like any series of this length it is impos -
sible to expect or even hope that you will attempt to
take on all aspects covered. The idea is to provide
you with plenty of material which you can read and,
I hope, re-read at some stage. You can add chunks to
your system agreements any time you like and then
keep on adding whenever you feel comfortable.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
the readers who have persevered with this series to
the end (both of you!) and would also like to thank
all those who have sent emails and comments about
the series. I hope that the opportunity for in-depth
articles that the online version of the maga zine has
allowed has been welcomed by many. r
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Problem 4
´ K 10 6
™ Q 8
t Q 6 3
® A Q 8 7 2

Problem 5
´ K 3
™ 8 4
t A K 8 6 5 2
® A 5 4

Problem 6
´ J 6 2
™ Q 9 5
t A 4
® K Q 7 5 4



Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Bob Curtis who, at
the age of 92, won the ACBA Men’s Pairs.Also
to his partner, Mike Brady, of course. 
The Ladies’ Pairs was won by Pat Chant

and Cathy Davies.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk

WINNERS of the BBA Mixed Pairs were Alan
and Saroj Ellis. Dolly Burgess – Anne Page won
the BBA Marsh Trophy (for non-expert pairs)
and winners of the Inter-club Teams of Fourwere
Milton Keynes, represented by Ron Davis,

Lynne Emmett, David Woulds and Janis Maurins. 
Winners of the Seniors’ Teams-of-Four were Les Calver,

Peter Scott, Janet and Derek Marsh.

Channel Islands

www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/

THE inter-insular weekend was held in Jersey in
November. Guernsey regained both trophies, in the
A Team match winning 421-299 and in the B Team
match winning by the much narrower margin of

372-348. The top scoring fours were Daniel McIntosh, Mike
Bane, Sue Shaw and Tuula Lehtinen in the A match winning
the Wyn Coleman Trophy and Barbara Hunter, Susan Jones,
David Trestain and Geoff in the B match winning the Bill Fleet
Salver.
Three other events were completed. The CI Ladies’ Pairs

was won by Lynda Mildon – Susie Farnon. In the CI Men’s
Pairs top scorers were Andy Hall – Dan McIntosh (trophy
winners on tie break) and Richard Christensen – David
Waters. The Sigma Trophy was won again by Peter and Gill
Pitcher, the non expert prize going to Aline Staples – Mary
Friswell.
The CI Unrestricted Pairs was won by Andy Hall – Mike

Allen and the Lower Restricted by Sylvia Bale – Vivien Hudson.
District News: In Jersey the District Mixed Pairs was won

by David Waters – June Le Blancq. In Guernsey the same
event was won by Robert Plumley – Sue Shaw. 
Congratulations to all the recently qualified club directors

following the course and assessment in November.
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Cornwall

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall

The Mixed Pairs was won by a new pairing, June
Fitness – Cyril Harding, who was playing at
Ladock for the first time, from Jan and Ken Keast.
The Penzance Swiss Teams was won by Chris and

Sandra Bickerdike, David and Lynda Chidell, from Jim
Barker, Jenny Daniel, Cynthia Owen, Pamela Wakley. The
Pivot Teams went to the Keasts, Rob Jones and Jo Bryant, from
the Bickerdikes, Jim and Frances Barker. Mike Booth – Jenny
Cant won the Bodmin Swiss Pairs from Colin Pote – Pat
Meade.

Diary dates: Feb 1st, Teams of Four Ladock. Feb 8,
National Pairs Heat, Wadebridge. Feb 22, Swiss Pairs,
Newquay. March 8, Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs, Ladock. March
29, Club Teams of Eight, Ladock.

Devon 

www.devonbridge.co.uk

ALL county results, committee news and
minutes, etc. are on the website. Visit
www.devonbridge.co.uk

Dorset 

www.bridgewebs.com/dorset

FLEMMICH Cup: 1. Chris Stevens, Keith
Bartlett, Tim Dunsby, Helen Ackroyd; 2. Roy
Riley, David Berwitz, Doris Hutchinson, Barry
Watts; 3. Sarah Fazakerley, Geoff Cave, Andrew

Barnett, Michael Yeo.
The Weymouth Cup (for teams below National Master) was

won by Sarah Fazakerley, Andrew Barnett, Geoff Cave,
Michael Yeo.
Hardwick Cup: 1. Brian Browse, Pam Hirst, Hugh Kevill-

Davies, Jon Holland; 2. Bob Mott, Ann Sharples, Keith
Bartlett, Barrie Cantello; 3. Eugene Sheehan, David Gill,
Robin Wright, Mark Hooper.

Essex

www.essexbridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Margaret Curtis, David
Sherman, Peter Franklin, Frank Morrison on
winning the Tony Kelvin Teams. Also well done to
Val Mollison, Brian Davies, Paul Mollison, Bernie

Hunt on coming 2nd and John Stimson, Colin Elliot, Peter
Oake, Robert Elliott who were 3rd.
Well done to Richard Register – Tanya Genthe who won the

Mixed Pairs; Richard Perryman – Mary Homer were 2nd and
June Brown – Charles Hook were 3rd. Congratulations to
Chris and Sue Taylor who won the Essex Flitch Trophy.

Diary dates: Feb 13, Gwen Herga Trophies. Feb 22, Ray
Cornell Trophy, Helliar. Mar 15, Play with an Expert. Mar 11,
Essex Spring Seniors’ Pairs. Mar 26, Spring Pairs League. 

COUNTY NEWS COUNTY NEWS –– LOCAL RESULTSLOCAL RESULTS



Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk

BUSY times coming up, so please make a note of
the following which are open to all EBU
members: Feb 22, Newent Bowl – a friendly
event including great tea. Apr 12, Ace of Clubs.

May 1-3, the famous Cheltenham Congress – excellent bridge
and a chance to play with people from all parts of the UK; for
more details go to the GCBA website or CBC website
(www.bridgewebs.com/cheltenham) and access through use -
ful links. 
We look forward to welcoming you to Gloucester shire.

Hants and IoW

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

ATTENDANCES at county events in the last few
weeks have been an improvement on last year’s, so
let’s hope that it continues. Let a committee
member know if you liked the idea of a flighted

event for the Candover Teams competition, at which £500 was
raised for the Air Ambulance. 
Wessex Teams: 1. Bob McRobert – Arun Suri, 2. Pauline

Serby – John Moore. Candover Teams, A flight: 1. Roger
Johnson, Mike Gwilliam, John Jones, Adrian Fontes; B flight:
1. Ray Crawford, Heather McGinn, Marian Rudd, Tricia
Brooks; C flight: 1. Alan Mansell, Pat Cavannah, Ann Jenks,
Kay Staines. 
Simmons Married Pairs: 1. Helen and Chris Kinloch.

Lincoln Mixed Pairs: 1. Leslie Lewis – Dave Willis. Simple
Systems Pairs: 1. Jan and Henry Miller, 2. Holly Baker – Chris
Diston. 

Diary dates: Feb 9-13, IBM Duplicated Pairs, clubs. Feb 15,
Valentine Mini-Swiss Teams, 2pm, Romsey. Mar 8, Pottage
Semi-finals, 1pm, Romsey – qualifiers only. Apr 12, Pottage
Final, 1pm, Romsey. Mar 22, Harrop Swiss Teams (Blue-
pointed), 2pm, Southampton BC). Entries must be given in
advance either via the HIWCBA website, or to Guy
Lawrenson ( 01590 622917. 

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk

THE Rose Bowl was won by Anne Flockhart,
Mike Hancock, Derek and Celia Oram; Maria
Budd, Malcolm Harris, Roy Button and Rick
Irwin were 2nd.
Eccles Cup A:North-South winners were Tom

and Judith Walters; East-West, Kevin Clark and Paul Kemp.
Eccles Cup B: North-South winners were Patrick McIntyre –
Derek Gowlett; East-West, Cyril and Pat Gibor.
Cup Winners Cup: Sheila Evans, Mike Robson, Colin

Haywood and Ian Kemp.
The Mixed Pairswas won by Jill Mumford – John Eyre. Well

done to all players.

Kent

www.kcba.org.uk

THE KCBA is delighted to announce that Brian
Crack has been granted a Silver Award by the
English Bridge Union in recognition of his
services to the EBU, the KCBA and to clubs in
Kent for over thirty years. This is a thoroughly

deserved honour (see page 30).
There is still time to enter for the Larsky Cup as there are

seven heats in a variety of venues being played in February.
The Larsky heats lead to the top four pairs in the final
qualifying to represent Kent in the Corwen Trophy. There are
also two heats of the National Pairs being played in February.
See the website for more details.

Diary dates: Sun Mar 9, Green-pointed Swiss Pairs,1pm,
Maidstone Leisure Centre. Sun Mar 29, Larsky Final, TW BC.
Sun Apr 6, George Griffiths Cup (Kent Seniors Pairs), 11am,
TW BC.

Lancashire 

www.bridgewebs.com/lancs

LCBA Congress Pairs: 1. Austin Barnes – Stuart
Norris. LCBA Congress Teams: 1 Andrew and
Veronica Petrie, Bill Alston, Colin Mitchell.
Pendle Witch Pairs: 1. Rodney Lighton – John

Currie. Foundation Cup: 1. Dagmar Fazackerley – Ken Renno,
Robin Atkinson, Pauline Holden. Lytham Rose Bowl: 1. Paul
and Hilda Williams.

Leicestershire 

www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/

MIDLANDS League County Team results: vs
Gloucester (home): 1st team won 13-7, 2nd
team lost 7-13, 3rd team lost 7-13. Vs Wor cester
(away): 1st team lost 3-17, 2nd team won 20-0,

3rd team won 16-4.
Leicestershire finished in 6th place in the Tollemache

Qualifier in November.
Current divisional leaders in the League (Club Teams of 8)

are: Div. 1 – County ‘B’; Div. 2 – Loughborough ‘A’; Div. 3 –
Westcotes ‘B’; Div. 4 – Blaby ‘B’.
Children in Need Simultaneous Pairs: in the Tuesday heat

Judy Hulland – Rebecca Ronan (Grantham) finished in 11th
place overall.
The Otto & Edith Mixed Pairs was won by John Glover –

Lyn Hilton with Dick and Lucy Pathan in 2nd place.
Current leaders in the Stanley Trophy after three rounds are

Ian Bruce – Mick Mahoney with Tim Glover – Peter Neville
close behind. Best placed of those who have played only two
heats are Dick and Lucy Pathan.
Pairs League divisional leaders after two rounds are: 1.

Jenny Grant – Bharat Thakrar; 2. Marjorie Gilbertson – Pat
Watson; 3. Peter Halford – Mick Mahoney; 4. Paul Loveday –
Richard Tyler.
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Lincolnshire

www.lincsbridge.org.uk

COUNTY Swiss Teams: 1. Debbie Burton, John Gaunt, Pete
Stackhouse, Glynn Elwick; 2= Brian Smith, Ron Wall, Mo
Parsons, Maurice Ladlow and Nick Hunter, Ruby Schnalke,
Andrew Green, John Longmuir.
Sidney Vincent Trophy: 1. Andrew Green – John Longmuir,

2. Phillip Harland – Roger Shelley. Vincent Trophy winner:
Brenda Begley.
Ghost Pairs: North-South winners Roy Hughes – Keith

Stewart; 2. Mo Parsons – Maurice Ladlow. East-West winners:
Nick Hunter – Ruby Schnalke; 2. Roger and Margaret Shelley.
County Pairs League Heat 3: 1. Chris Phillips – Alan

Millington, 2. Phillip Harland – Sue Barraclough.

London 

www.metrobridge.co.uk

THE inaugural Men’s and Women’s Pairs in
October attracted a small but diverse entry. The
Men’s Pairs was won by Nick Sandqvist – Tim
West-Meads, with Roger Morton – Mike Hill 2nd

and Nigel Freake – Paul Lamford 3rd. The Women’s Pairs was
won by Brigid Battiscombe – Linda Pethick with Jane
Moore – Gillian Fawcett 2nd and Chantal Girardin – Mandie
Campbell 3rd.

Manchester

www.manchesterbridge.org.uk

MANCHESTER qualified for the final of the
Tollemache in February by winning their
qualifying group and finishing above the
holders Berks & Bucks. The team was John

Hassett, Jeff Morris, Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, Gary
Hyett, Ollie Burgess, John Holland, Alan Mould, Tom Slater
and Alec Smalley. Peter Jones was NPC.
Ben Franks Trophy: Alan Mould – Michael Newman won

the Corwen qualifier; 2nd were Gary Hyett – Peter Carey-
Yard, 3rd were Patricia Burrows – Paul Worswick and 4th were
Raymond Semp – Ken Hassell who all qualify for the Corwen
final.
The Autumn Intermediate Pairs was held at Altrincham;

twenty pairs participated. The winners were John Attree –
Peter Allison, 2nd were Chris Baker – Jim O’Neill and 3rd
were Ray Hill – Enid Norohna. 

Merseyside/Cheshire

www.mcba.org.uk

The Waterworth Cup (our Corwen qualifier)
was won by Mike Amos – Pete Foster; John
and Pauline Rudolf were runners-up with
Alan Stephenson – Stuart Matthews 3rd.

The winners of this season’s Merseyside Cup were Gill
Jones, Dave Edwards, Robbie Roberts, Earl O’Keffee.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Congratulations to Richard Savours – Belinda
Bridgen who won the Middlesex Senior Pairs;
Harry Ashar – Brian Cowley finished 2nd.
Middlesex won its qualifying heat in the

Tollemache and we wish the team the best of luck
in the final.
All results, diary dates and much more

information can be found on the Middlesex County Bridge
Association website www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Norfolk

www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/

IN late October we travelled to Cambridge
University for an Eastern Counties League match
for A and C teams only. The C team achieved their
second victory of the season, the A team did not
fare so well.

Our AGM was followed by the Orb Paquot Trophy – a Swiss
pairs event won by Matt Millson – Adrian la Chapelle with
John Dennis – Bryan Renouf in 2nd place.
Next up, an Eastern Counties League match against

Hertfordshire; none of our teams added to their victory tally.
Let’s hope we do better in the new year. This was the final
match as Captain for Paul Darby – many thanks for taking on
this load Paul. Welcome to our new Captain, Bogdan Drobny.
The inter-club Allwood Wharton teams of eight nearly

produced an upset with unfancied Wymondham & District
surrendering a half-time lead to finish equal 2nd with Norfolk
& Norwich B, just behind the winners, Norfolk & Norwich A.
2014’s final event, the popular Barclays Bank Trophy, was

won by the father and son pairing of Gabriel and Giles Ip with
Mike Walsh – Bryan Renouf in 2nd place. Well done to all and
thank you for your support.

North East 

www.neba.co.uk

The NEBA Congress was held at the Marriott
Hotel for the second year running with several
visitors attending from other counties, which
made for a very successful congress. Winners: Bill

and Joyce White, Mixed Pairs (Cumbria); Hayden Dando –
Julian Gibson, Men’s Pairs; Mary Page – Aileen Cunningham,
Ladies’ Pairs; Bev Godfrey – Nicola Cockerall Smith, Swiss
Pairs; Damian Hassan, Martin Kane, Mike Ferguson, Dave
Broadhead, Swiss Teams.
Winners of the Arnold Deane Quaich were Bev Godfrey –

Nicola Cockerall Smith – congratulations.
Fifty-two pairs competed for the Gazette Cup at the

Cramlington Bridge Club and congratulations go to the
winners, Don Reid – David Brickland, and to Irene Burns –
Joan Compton, winners of the Gazette Shield – well done to
both pairs. The professionally run competition brought a
number of newcomers into tournament bridge and the event
was played in excellent spirit.
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Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/

THE Lakeland was won by Kettering A and they will represent
the county in the Garden Cities. The Kettering Trophywas won
by the Stamford team of David Banks, Marlene Jones, Alan
Coker and Doreen Simpson, with the Stamford team of
Brendan Alston, Rex Berresford, Bob Wakerley and Paul
Double in 2nd place.
Wed. Winter League 3: 1. Brian Davies, Gerard Lawlor, Jim

Bainbridge, Maggie Jones[ 2. Malcolm Orr-Ewing, Leszek
Lubaszewski, John Josephs, Ross Stacey. Wed Winter League 4:
1. Malcolm Orr-Ewing, Trevor Wray, John Josephs and Ross
Stacey; 2. Brian Davies, Gerard Lawlor, Jim Bainbridge,
Maggie Jones. Sat Winter League 3: 1. Marcus Witt, Trevor
Thrower, Bill Chadwick, Mike Gore Browne; 2. Robin
Griffiths, Andrew Bisson, Ben and Joan Gibson. Sat Winter
League 4: 1. Rob Miller, Trevor Thrower, Bill Chadwick and
Mike Gore Browne; 2. Bill Simpson, Beryl Peill, Doreen
Simpson and David Banks. 

Diary dates: Sat Feb 7, Saturday Winter League, Stamford.
Wed Feb 18, Wednesday Winter League, Northampton. Sat
Mar 14, Winter League Play-off, Stamford. Sun Mar 29, Eden
Cup and Murchie Lerner. Sun Apr 12, Alastair Brodie
Memorial Trophy.

Somerset 

www.somersetbridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of the
County Swiss Teams: Richard Feetenby, Sally and
Terry Stuttard, Chris Thomas.
The Club Teams of Eight was won by Wells BC;

well done to Tony Russ, Sharleen Weir, Eric
Cummings, Gillian Toogood, Sheena lanham, Andy Ridgers,
Barbara Biggin, Anne Skinner.

Suffolk 

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk

SUFFOLK Simultaneous Pairs: 1. Andre Gray –
Charles Parker, Framlingham; 2. Tony McLarty –
Janet Fleming, Ipswich Hospitals; 3. Helen Mason –

David Mathews, Abbeygate; 4. Julie Menzies – Victor Floriean,
Frinton. 
Abbeygate Shield (Teams of Eight): 1. Colchester A (Eric

Newman, Mike Sherer, David Morran, Julian Lang, Rick
Hanley, Graham Beeton, Neil Bresler, David Cooper); 2. Stans -
field (Paul Flavell, Allyn Bignell, Jackie Chester, Susan Nisbett,
Cleopatra Hensby, Marcus Hopkins, Richard Evans, Celia
Jeal); 3. Ipswich & Kesgrave (Malcolm and Barbara Carey,
Christopher Chambers, Brian Ellul, Phillip Edwards, Anne
Edwards, Barbara Barker, Maria Allnutt).
Novice Pairs: 1. Wendy Harknet – David Parish, 2. Terry

Otterman – Allison Kaye, 3. Bill Bethell – David Eaton, 4. Sue
Russell – Jamie Fegarty, 5. Penny Turner – Rosie Varley. 

Surrey

www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Tony Quilley – Richard
Rule for winning the Senior Pairs, and Garrett
Cooke – Julia Beaurain for winning the Friendly
Pairs.

Sussex

www.sccba.co.uk

MANY congratulations to Margaret Collins – Julia
Simpson who won the annual SCCBA Ladies’ Pairs
event. Congratulations as well to David Telfer –
Michael Campbell who won the closely-fought
County Mid-week Swiss Pairs; they finished just
ahead of Ros and Geoffrey Wolfarth.

Very well done to Mike Keeping (Lewes BC) – David
Benjamin (Eastbourne BC) who were runners-up in the Swiss
Pairs at the 55th Kent Congress.
The Invitation Pairs was played over eight sessions with the

best six scores counting. There was a close finish this year with
Shefton Kaplan – Tim Dickinson in 1st place with Andrew
Southwell – Ian Lancaster 2nd and Gerry Stanford – Dave
Franklin 3rd.
Congratulations to Peter and Marit Langston and Sally and

James Bugden who won the Hills Trophy at Angmering in
November.
Congratulations also to the overall winners of the East

Grinstead Basic Bridge Pairs,David Peters – John Bushell. This
event was stratified and other prize-winners were John
Cobbett – Gloria Flint who were overall runners-up, and
Eileen McNicol –Linda Souter who won the Stratification
Levels B+C grouping and Chris Hook – Chris Mewes who
won the Stratification Level C grouping.

Warwickshire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to the West Midlands
Bridge Club for winning the NICKO. Paul, Justin,
and Jason Hackett were joined by Brian Senior and
Anita Sinclair.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk

CONGRATULATIONS to Katharine Hodgson
– Keith Williamson, Taf Anthias – Pat Davies,
and Dave Latchem – Philip Howard for

coming 1st, 2nd and 3rd respectively in the recently held
Championship Pairs. 
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Worcestershire

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE Inter-Club Teams, the Healey Cup, was won
by Pershore A (Ted Phillips, Mary Portman, Alan
Boyes, Peter Kershaw) with Malvern (Geoffrey
Herbert, Nigel Laville, Paul Tapster, Maurice
Curtis) and Bromsgrove B (Paul Slater, Martin

Gill, Conrad Knewstubb, Keith Wheatley) being joint
runners-up. 
Stewart Fishburne – Mike Willoughby are leaders in the

Pairs Ladder and John Sansom – Richard Jephcott are leading
the Phillips. Worcester Grant are leading the Grand Prix Teams
and Worcester 2 lead in the Inter-club Teams League.

Yorkshire 

www.ycba.co.uk/

CONGRATULATIONS to the following on their
achievements in recent events:
Ryedale Pairs: 1. John and Beryl Bramall, 2. Brian

and Jenny Graham, 3. Charles Burton – Eric Finkle,
4. David and Carol Hall, 5. Jane and Chris Matthews.
YCBA Stratified Pairs: 1. Peter Stocken – Philip Mason

(Grade 1 winners), 2. Geoff Kenyon – Carole Kelly, 3. Terry
Jacobs – David John Narcross, 4. David and Carol Hall (Grade
2 winners), 5. Mike and Annette Jackson. The winners of
Grade 3 were Jason Levesley – Rachel O’Brien.
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RAY DAWSON (Berks & Bucks). Reading BC suffered
a significant loss recently with the death at the age
of 93 of Ray Dawson. Ray was one of the longest
standing members of the club, captain of one of the
teams of eight in the County League, Secretary for a
considerable number of years and President from
2002 to 2006. Ray and his wife Maureen were
regular attenders at the club and at Berks & Bucks
county events, until prevented by his ill-health over
the past year or so. Their successes stretched from
the County Flitch in 1978 to the Club Mixed Pairs in
2008 and 2010 (having first won it in 1976).

DEREK GRIFFITHS (Cornwall) played at Truro for
many years, represented Cornwall and was
prominent in county competitions. He was very
well liked and had a wicked sense of humour. He
had been a successful businessman and a Bishop of
the Mormon Church. He and his wife Kitty moved
to Spain for three years, returning to live in
Newquay. After a short spell in Wiltshire they
returned to Newquay, where Derek played once a
month, until his death.

LYNNE HEATH (Dorset). Lynne had represented
Surrey for thirty-one years before moving to Dorset
where she represented Dorset for six years. Her
recent illness has deprived us of another Grand
Master, falling only a couple of Greens short. She
represented Great Britain in the Common Market
Pairs in 1984 and England against Ireland in 2003.
Lynne often featured in congresses, winning many
prizes. With Ron, her husband, she won the 2014
Dorset County Pairs Championship. Lynne was a
frequent player at Christchurch Bridge Club where
she will be sadly missed.  

LADY TELFORD (Essex). ECBA is sorry to hear of the
death of Lady Telford. Betty was a member of ECBA
for over  fifty years and played at many bridge clubs
during her life. She also represented Essex in county
matches. Betty served on the ECBA committee   (as
co-opted member) for over twenty years and was
presented with the Friend of Essex award.

LILY COX (Norfolk), a popular veteran Norfolk bridge
player, died in hospital in December three months
after suffering a stroke. Lily, who was well over 80,
was a former President of the Norfolk & Norwich
BC, and Chairman of Wensum and Presi dent of
Noverre bridge clubs at the time of her death.
Her friends were keen to pay tribute. Wensum BC

President Phyllis Spratt said that she had been
popular throughout the bridge community – and
had played four times a week until recently: ‘Lily
was much loved and will be sadly missed.’ David
Ellis recalled how she met friends for coffee every
morning at Jarrolds department store: ‘She was a
lively outgoing person who loved life,’ he said. 

BELLE BOAST (North East) played regularly at several
clubs in the Newcastle area for over fifty years. She
will be fondly remembered by everyone for her
gentle manner, good humour and courteous
behaviour at the bridge table. Belle loved parties,
people and life. When she was with Gwen Stafford
at congresses, everyone knew their door was always
open to pop in and have a drink, and many of us
will always remember the good times we all enjoyed
in Belle’s company.

STEVE O’KELL (Northants). Northamptonshire CBA
is sad to report the sudden death of Steve O’Kell,
who was a regular player at Orton, Peterborough
and Stamford bridge clubs, and at county events.

MERRITA DICKINSON played at four clubs in Surrey
and Middlesex. The remarkable thing about her was
how she continued to enjoy her bridge and play
successfully right up to her final weeks as she battled
against cancer.
Merrita took up bridge at the age of 54, joining a

beginners’ course in September 2006; she completed
the improvers’ Bridge for All course two years later.
Had Merrita lived longer or started to learn earlier,
she could have played bridge to a much higher level.
In her short bridge career she won several trophies
but, much more importantly for her, she made
many friends. 
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In MemoriamIn Memoriam

HYLDA TOWNSEND (Warwickshire) and TED BOND (Yorkshire): see obituaries on page 36 and 52 respectively.
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